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Our purpose, vision, strategy and values
In line with Sibanye-Stillwater’s progression as provider of a comprehensive
range of the strategic commodities and energy solutions that will be
instrumental in the emerging global clean energy economy, the C-suite
and Board have reviewed our purpose, vision and strategy to reflect the
higher level of impact that we aspire to.
Improving lives through our mining, which was our previous purpose, remains pertinent and relevant,
although it does not fully capture the impacts that we aspire to achieve through conduct of our
business. We have therefore defined a refreshed purpose statement that reads, “To safeguard

global sustainability through our metals and energy solutions”. We believe that this reflects
the positive social and environmental impacts intended to be derived from the beneficial application
of the commodities that we produce as well as the socio-economic benefits delivered through our
operating activities.
Our refreshed vision, which is “To be a leader in superior shared value for all stakeholders”
expands on our previous vision of superior value creation for all our stakeholders by specifically
including the notion of shared value. While acknowledging all forms of value flow, this vision should
specifically be read to embrace our impact on one of the greatest challenge facing humanity in the
21st century, which is climate change. We sincerely believe that we have an instrumental role in the
emerging clean mine to mobility ecosystems as well as in support of renewable energy economies
that require deployment of high capacity energy storage systems. We believe clean produced
minerals are going to fulfil an ever more critical role in realising the vision of a rapidly decarbonising
global economy.

“Secure a distinctive position in the global resources sector as a progressive,
forward-thinking provider of metals and energy solutions of strategic future
global relevance.”

CONTEXT FOR OUR REFRESHED STRATEGY

The time has come for us
to raise the bar and move
our strategy to a higher
level and therefore we
undertook a strategy
refresh in preparation for
2022. The 2021 strategic
focus areas have served
us well, and we recognise
these as ongoing
imperatives for the
business. Acknowledging
that they are not sufficient
to secure meaningful
differentiation of our
business that enables
delivery of superior shared
value, we have
reconceptualised and
augmented our strategy
into three layers that
comprise our strategic
foundation, strategic
essentials and strategic
differentiators.

The context for our refreshed strategy for 2022 and beyond – being future ready
by understanding what we need to adapt for
The refresh of our strategy is supported by an environmental scan that defines the world in which we will
operate and conduct business as critical context. It is clear to us that persistent trends are intensifying with
ever more frequent disruptive events expected to trigger deviations in course. Our business needs to adapt
for maximum relevance to the world’s future strategic needs for green metals and energy solutions while
exhibiting agility to rapidly reposition to capitalise on opportunities and address the challenges. While the
external environment section later in this report provides a more granular perspective, we would like to
highlight in this brief summary the most significant trends likely to shape our operating and business context.
First, there is the decarbonisation imperative increasing in momentum as the existential threat of global
warming to planet earth and humanity is appreciated. While the world’s energy mix is moving towards a
lower carbon mix, we expect the pace of change to accelerate dramatically with radical transformation
of energy and transportation in forthcoming years.
Secondly, stakeholder expectations of business are evolving rapidly. Meaningful purpose and delivery of
a contribution to a better society amplifying ESG and sustainability credentials is the basis of legitimacy.
While embedded in our ethos since inception, there is significant scope for augmentation in the emerging
futures.
Thirdly, we are in the midst of the fourth industrial revolution with digital systems entering every aspect of life.
While previous industrial revolutions were tough on humans and the environment, we expect the fourth
industrial revolution to consciously rewire and prioritise the needs of human beings and the environment
working in harmony with new technology.
We have adopted what we term ‘grey elephants’ as highly probable, high impact, yet neglected catalysts
or forces of change that we believe are going to shape the 2020s as a decade of unprecedented
disruption. The COVID-19 pandemic was one of the first examples of a grey elephant in the 2020s, agitating
several of the other grey elephants. Through our refreshed strategy, we are well prepared for the futures
that they shape; ready to address the challenges and capitalise on the opportunities they present.
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Our purpose, vision, strategy and values continued
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Our purpose, vision, strategy and values continued

OUR STRATEGIC FOUNDATION
Covers what we aspire to and why we exist:
This defines the impact we aspire
to make in the global economy
and the local societies
influenced by our operations,
the difference our business
makes. It embraces our purpose,
vision and values and the core
principles that guide our
decisions including our
commitment to ESG excellence
and shared value. Our Umdoni
tree is at the heart of our
strategic foundation and
represents our fundamental
approach to business.
The Sibanye-Stillwater Umdoni
tree symbolises our approach to
stakeholder capitalism. The roots
of the tree hold our values,
signifying that below the surface
of success and competition,
Sibanye-Stillwater CARES.
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Our purpose, vision, strategy and values continued

OUR STRATEGIC ESSENTIALS
Support attainment of operational and business excellence:
Our strategic essentials are the basis of responsible and competitive operations that both create value in support of strong
capital allocation and promote operational sustainability that enables realisation of maximum value from the mineral resources
that we are extracting. Our strategic essentials incorporate substantial content from our previous strategic focus areas. Here we
have four strategic imperatives that are instrumental for us to compete effectively on the global stage.

Ensuring safety and well-being

Achieving operational excellence
and optimising long-term resource value

Prospering in every region in which we operate

Maintaining a profitable business
and optimising capital allocation

OUR STRATEGIC DIFFERENTIATORS
Represent the opportunities that we have identified to be distinctive in the global minerals industry:
While these differentiators bring many significant initiatives that we have been driving over the past years into a holistic
framework, we recognise that they will require substantial augmentation to establish a truly distinctive position for SibanyeStillwater. We have defined four strategic differentiators:
Recognised as a force for good

Inclusive, diverse and bionic

Unique global portfolio of green metals and
energy solutions that reverse climate change

Building pandemic-resilient ecosystems

While the Leadership view (below) provides initial insight on the meaning of the strategic differentiators for Sibanye-Stillwater, and in
particular identifies how they are geared to address the challenges and realise the opportunities triggered by the grey elephants,
next year’s Integrated report will allow for a fuller exposition defining how these strategic differentiators are being built into the way
we operate and conduct business.
The graphic below shows how these components combine into a compelling framework to shape a distinctive, progressive and
relevant resources corporation geared to the emerging criteria of all our stakeholders. While our strategy retains the sound basis
created through our purpose, vision, values and stakeholder capitalist approach to business in our strategic foundation and our
focus on sound, sustainable operational and business delivery through our strategic essentials, the strategic differentiators that we
have now incorporated into our strategy will build Sibanye-Stillwater into a distinctive and progressive company setting the trend for
a modern minerals industry that services global requirements for strategic commodities and energy solutions in a unique way.

4 Our strategy and specifically our strategic differentiators have been designed to address the grey elephants – refer to the
Leadership view on page 35 where these have been mapped as an illustration hereof.
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Progress on our strategy in 2021
While our refreshed strategy described on the preceding pages
creates an augmented framework for reporting in future cycles,
our progress in this report is disclosed under the six strategic focus
areas that were defined and approved for 2021.

STRATEGIC DELIVERY
It has been a very successful year in terms of delivery on our strategic focus areas.
4 For detailed disclosure of the performance against our strategic focus areas in 2021,
see section 03 of this report (from page 89 onwards), but for easy navigation, herewith
a concise summary of key aspects in the table below. During 2021, we revised our
strategic focus area that was previously reported as “Pursuing value-accretive growth”
to provide a more specific focus on our goal of “Building an operating portfolio of
green metals and related technologies”. This indicated our clear intention of becoming
a meaningful participant in the green energy metals space which is complementary to
our existing leading PGM mining and recycling operations, our latent uranium potential
and newly acquired battery metals presence.

2021 strategic focus areas, status and link to area in this report

a Overall achievement > Steady performance and ongoing focus x More work to be done
Strategic focus
area – description
1. Embedding ESG
excellence in the
way we do business

2. Focusing on safe
production and
operational
excellence

3. Building a valuesbased culture

4. Optimising
capital allocation

Strategic delivery 2021
Substantial advances made towards embedding ESG
•

Progressing towards 2040 carbon neutral journey through renewable
energy projects and science-based targets

•

Positive progress on Group’s water management strategy –
reporting improved water use and water quality

•

Inaugural ESG scorecard for LTI positively evaluated

6. Building an
operating portfolio
of green metals and
technology solutions

•

a

•
•
•

Social, Ethics and Sustainability
Committee Chairman –
ESG summary
Minimising our environmental
impact
Socioeconomic development
Governance in sustainability

Operational excellence sustained, although safety requires improvement
•

Strong delivery from SA PGM operations with improved position
on global cost curve

•

COVID-19 disruptions effectively navigated

•

Resulted in record annual adj. EBITDA of R68.6bn (US$4.6bn)

•

88% higher adjusted free cash flow of R37.4bn (US$2.5bn)

•

Delivering value from
operations and projects

•

Continuous safe production

•

Leadership view

•

Optimising capital allocation

•

Continuous safe production

•

Empowering our workforce

•

Socioeconomic development

a

•

Leadership view

•

Optimising capital allocation

a

•

Socioeconomic development

•

Empowering our workforce

a

•

Leadership view

>

To instil an organisational culture based on CARES values and our Code of Ethics
•
•
•
•
•

Future ready, enabling leadership development
Values-based decision-making for safe production and values moments
Team connect sessions continued
Code of Ethics training to Board and employees
Inclusivity focus – strides in gender equality

a

Disciplined delivery on all constituents of capital allocation framework
•

2022 redeemed and 2025 bonds replaced with US$1.2bn (2026 and
2029 notes) at US$169m lower interest burden

•

Dividend of R13.6bn (US$920m) for 2021 year

•
5. Prospering in
South Africa’s
investment climate

4 For detail on our performance
in terms of this strategic focus
area see the following sections:
Status

2021 – what we did

–

dividend yield of 9.8%

–

in addition to 5% (R8.5bn/US$575m) share buyback

Robust balance sheet with net cash of R11.5bn (US$719m)

Made a positive impact during 2021, and prospered
•

Positive social progress – Marikana renewal project galvanising
stakeholder support

•

Lonmin BEE structure restructured – sustainable and delivering tangible
value to beneficiaries

Green metals strategy advancing with four acquisitions to date
•

Keliber Oy (Keliber) in Finland (Lithium hydroxide project)

•

Sandouville refinery (nickel)

•

Rhyolite Ridge (lithium project in the US)

•

New Century (tailings retreatment in Australia)
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Leadership view

Dr Vincent Maphai – Chairman

Neal Froneman – Chief Executive Officer

CHAIRMAN’S AND CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICER’S REVIEW

We continue to conduct
our business in a world
characterised by
uncertainty with a
succession of formative
events continuing to shape
new context for our
operations. While we are
distressed by the human
tragedy associated with
the COVID-19 pandemic
and the conflict between
Russia and Ukraine, we are
embracing how these
chapters in modern history
have disrupted social
and economic systems,
changing the course
of humanity, posing an
existential threat to many
established industries and
enhancing the relevance
of many others.

2

We have also started to witness a secular
shift in consciousness around global
warming with the global decarbonisation
imperative becoming the dominant
factor shaping our business strategy.
With the disruption to established order
on many fronts, we have adapted our
business strategy with agility for
relevance to pressing global priorities
and for effective operation in the new
ecosystems that are forming.

exposed in the long term. We trust this
overview of our performance and
strategy gives you confidence in our
leadership to run a sustainable and
future relevant group that will deliver
superior returns to all our stakeholders.

COVID-19, war in Europe, heightened
consciousness of climate change with
an intensified global response and a
challenging socio-economic and labour
environment in South Africa are only
some of the key factors in the landscape
that shapes our future. We recognise that
further globally disruptive events are
probable as the grey elephants spoken
about earlier shape the 2020s as a
decade of disruption. We are positioning
ourselves for resilience and success under
various scenarios, and are well prepared
to capture the new opportunities that
are presented to grow the impact of our
business.

We continue to benefit from our
transformation in recent years, achieved
through diversification – both
geographically and by commodity.
From a Group financial perspective,
we have delivered an excellent year.
Record annual adjusted EBITDA of
R68.6 billion (US$4.6 billion) and 88%
higher adjusted free cash flow
(AFCF) of R37.4 billion (US$2.5 billion),
underpinned increased returns to
shareholders. Successful delivery of all
other elements of our capital allocation
framework exceeded expectations that
we set at the beginning of the 2021 year.
2
Our green metals strategy also
advanced significantly during the year,
with strategic positions secured in key
jurisdictions close to rapidly growing
battery production markets in Europe
and North America.

Our commitment to people and to
nature is what will differentiate us from
competitors. Environmental, social and
governance (ESG) and sustainability
are our guiding compass in these times,
and we will not succumb to expediency
and ethical shortcuts that are always

We have also made great strides to
increase and integrate our focus on
ESG embedded into a newly formulated
Sustainability strategy, and to define
specific core aspects that will promote
strong progress on these over the short,
medium and long term.

We use the term “green metals” to refer to commodities that are beneficial to society through their contribution to a cleaner environment and/or are produced
through production methods with lower impacts on the environment than the norm
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Leadership view continued

The global shift towards more socially
and environmentally aware behaviours
and policies continues to gain
momentum, with emphasis on climate
change. Future investment in renewable
energy and other low carbon industrial
activity is likely to support the prices of
commodities required for the green
energy economy, and especially those
produced in an environmentally friendly
manner, over an extended period. In
particular, this includes the essential
metals that Sibanye-Stillwater produces
and is targeting as we position ourselves
to create sustainable value through
further delivery on our green
metals strategy.

SAFETY
With the safety and health of our
workforce of close to 85,000 people as
our foremost concern, the increase in the
number of fatal incidents across our
operations required decisive intervention
during 2021. The actions taken included
an intensified focus on safety and
wellbeing in order to re-energise the
system and re-emphasise critical safety
protocols in mid-2021 through a Group
wide safe production initiative, the
“Rules of Life” campaign.

An intensive programme was launched
to instil a zero-tolerance approach to
departures from good mining practice.
This was complemented by a systematic
review to ensure that conditions across
our operations are, in all respects,
conducive to safe operating practices.
Where conditions do not allow work to
be conducted safely, a clear leadership
position was communicated from the
highest levels that work may not
continue until conditions have
been rectified.
Pleasingly, this additional safety
intervention was followed by consistent
improvements from H1 2021 in all safety
injury indicators for the second half of the
year, including a 27% improvement in the
Serious Injury Frequency Rate (SIFR), a
33% improvement in the Lost Day Injury
Frequency Rate (LDIFR) and a 31%
improvement in the Total Recordable
Injury Frequency Rate (TRIFR). By the end
of the year, the improvement in lagging
safety indicators resulted in the Group
reporting its best results in these indicators
since 2013, providing strong indications
for a meaningful reduction in high
potential incident risk, in line with our
overall focus on adherence to
safety standards.

Tragically, and in direct contrast to
these improving safety trends, fatal
incidents persisted during H2 2021
with 12 colleagues lost during the
period. In total, the Group
experienced 20 fatalities during
2021, which was inconsistent with
previous Group safety performance,
and a significant deterioration from
the nine fatalities which occurred
during 2020 and six fatalities during
2019. A similar increase in fatal
incidents was evident throughout
the South African(SA) mining
industry in 2021, with 74 fatalities
experienced in total compared with
60 lives lost during 2020. This 22%
year-on-year regression for the SA
mining industry is mirrored by a 25%
regression in fatalities in the US
mining industry. The reasons for the
increases in both jurisdictions are
unclear, though we recognise the
extended burden of COVID-19 as a
mentally, emotionally and physically
depleting factor. Despite these
factors, we remain intent on
addressing the safety challenges
that we have experienced.

Industry* regression – fatalities
2021

2020

2021

2020

2021

2020

SA
industry

US
Industry

US
industry

60

37

29

Group

SA PGM

SA gold

US PGM

Group

SA PGM

SA gold

SA
Industry

20

6

12

2

9

5

4

74

* SA mining industry statistics include Harmony Gold, Anglo American Platinum, Impala Platinum. US mining industry statistics have been sourced form
the MSHA portal at arlweb.msha.gov/stats/charts/combined.php

During the last quarter of 2021, further decisive action was taken to address the incidence of fatal safety accidents. The measures
initiated by management included safety stoppages across the Group for a five-day period to enable full and comprehensive
audits of all the operating areas and to re-emphasise the primary focus on safety for all employees. Subsequent to this Group wide
intervention, however, a series of fatal incidents occurred towards the end of November at the SA operations, and a decision was
made to suspend operations at specific shafts that had experienced high incident rates, collectively accounting for 12 of the
Group fatalities for 2021. On 3 December 2021, operations at the Kloof 1 and Beatrix 1 and 3 shafts at the SA gold operations and
the Rustenburg Khuseleka shaft at the SA PGM operations were suspended to address the regression in safety. In addition, the
Omicron variant of the COVID-19 virus resulted in an increase in infections towards year-end which impacted the availability of
supervisor and senior management at the Rustenburg Thembelani shaft. In the interests of the safety of employees, production at
this shaft was also suspended. Our primary objective is to continuously reduce operational risk and the company will not hesitate to
halt operations should elevated risk require appropriate remedial action.
It is also important to consider the longer term trend in fatal injuries in the context of the corporation’s growth over nine years since
inception in 2013. As evident in the left chart, our workforce has grown by 132% since 2013, mainly due to M&A despite intermittent
restructuring of unprofitable business units. The graph clearly demonstrates that the rate of increase in terms of the number of
employees in the Group has been much higher than the rate of increase in fatalities. This is reinforced by the declining trend in
our three year rolling fatal injury frequency rate displayed in the right graph that shows we are moving in the right direction,
inspiring us to continue on the road to zero harm.
Although we are encouraged by the fact that we are clearly doing many of the right things yielding positive results on most safety
indicators, it should not in any way diminish the tragedy of losing 20 of our employees in 2021.
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Leadership view continued

OPERATIONAL PERFORMANCE

Workforce vs fatalities
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To gain confidence in our safety strategy
and safety management systems, we
commissioned an independent safety
review which that they are consistent
with global industry standards and
practices. This study was supported by
the noteworthy achievement of
ISO 45001 and 14001 certification or
recommendations for certification across
all Group operations, confirming
alignment with global best practice.
We also recorded some notable safety
milestones including the Marikana
operations achieving four million fatality
free shifts and the Kloof lower section
(deepest operation) was injury free for six
weeks, with the SA PGM concentrating
and processing section achieving
13 million fatality free shifts.
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We are committed to achieving our
goal of zero harm, and the milestones
achieved in 2019 to 2020 at our SA gold
operations, which operated without any
fatalities for close to two years, suggests
that this goal is achievable. Together with
the progress we made and milestones
achieved during 2021, we are confident
that we will be able to continue down
the road to zero harm, albeit requiring
constant vigilance and improvement.
For more information about safety,
4 see page 131.
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The operational performance for 2021
was largely in line with guidance, with
all the operating segments within the
production guidance ranges for the
year. The operating performance from
the SA PGM operations for 2021 was
particularly strong, with production
above the upper end of the guided
range and all-in sustaining cost (AISC)
well below the lower end of annual
guidance and lower year-on-year.
Gold production from the SA gold
operations (excluding DRDGOLD)
was within annual guidance, despite
the safety stoppages towards the end of
the year. 2E PGM production from the US
PGM operations for 2021 was within the
lower end of revised annual guidance,
with ongoing regulatory and self
imposed restrictions after the fatal
accident at the Stillwater West mine
during June 2021 impacting throughout
the second half of the year. The US
recycling business had another strong
year, achieving planned throughput and
generating strong cash flow through
active supplier management and the
drawdown of spent catalyst inventory
towards the end of the year.
A more detailed review of the
operational performance for 2021 is
available in the Delivering value from
our operations and projects (4 see
page 104).

SA PGM operations
The SA PGM operations continued to
deliver solid operating results, with 4E
PGM production increasing by 20% yearon-year to 1,896,670 4Eoz (including
60,532 4Eoz of third-party concentrate
treated at the Marikana smelting and
refining operations). This was despite
significant operational headwinds,
including safety stoppages, employee
unavailability due to COVID-19
and ongoing power disruptions in
South Africa.
Contrary to prevailing trends across the
global mining industry, ongoing cost
management and higher by-product
revenues offset significant inflationary
cost pressures and higher royalties,
resulting in AISC declining by 5% to
R16,982/4Eoz (US$1,148/4Eoz) compared
with 2020. Our sustained and very
disciplined focus on cost has meant that
we have seen our operations gradually
move down the cost curve and we now
have a PGM portfolio of assets that sits
squarely within the second and third
cost quartiles.

Leadership view continued

The SA PGM operations generated
adjusted EBITDA of R51.6 billion
(US$3.5 billion) for 2021 which was 78%
higher than for the previous year and
four-fold higher than the total acquisition
cost of these assets, a substantial return
on investment.
An important announcement at the
beginning of the 2022 year was a series
of agreements that we reached with
Anglo Platinum on the Kroondal pool
and share (PSA) asset. In essence,
Sibanye-Stillwater will ultimately take over
control of the PSA (acquiring Anglo
Platinum’s 50% interest) including the
rehabilitation liabilities, once we have
delivered 1.35 million ounces into the
PSA under the current PSA terms. The
completion of the transaction also
requires regulatory approvals from the
Competition Commission and the DMRE.
In addition, the agreements allow for the
immediate and more efficient
exploitation of parts of the Rustenburg
operation’s orebody, from the Kroondal
operation across the boundary between
the operations. This ore would otherwise
only have been mined from the existing
Rustenburg operation infrastructure
much later in the future. Of course for
local stakeholders a key value is that we
almost doubled the life of the Kroondal
operations. This implies sustained
employment and optimal return out of
this infrastructure which benefits all
stakeholders. For Sibanye-Stillwater we
estimate that this transaction has about
a R6 billion (∼US$400m) value uplift for
the Group.
Mining across the boundary began in
2021 under agreement with Anglo
American Platinum, and from the
beginning of 2022 there were about
900,000 ounces that still needed to be
delivered to the PSA. Once these
conditions have been fulfilled we will
then take over the infrastructure and the
purchase of concentrate (POC)
arrangement will convert into a toll
arrangement on terms similar to the
current arrangements for our Rustenburg
operations.
This is a transaction which has created
significant value for all stakeholders in
that it allows us to optimise operational
flexibility and efficiency through cross
boundary mining and results in the
declaration of an additional 1.8 million
ounces of reserves at Rustenburg
immediately. This was effectively ground
that could not be accessed through
Rustenburg infrastructure that will now be
mined through the PSA infrastructure.
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US PGM operations

PGM recycling

Mined PGM production from the US PGM
operations in 2021 of 570,400 2Eoz was
towards the lower end of revised annual
guidance, primarily due to the ongoing
impact of the rail collision safety incident
in June 2021, with production of
272,099 2Eoz for H2 2021, 9% lower
than for H1 2021 as a result. The
implementation of rail safety
enhancements following the safety
incident in June 2021, has necessitated
shutting down mining blocks at the
Stillwater West mine, which remains
constrained by Mine Safety and Health
Administration (MSHA) stop orders and
new operating procedures. Additionally,
production from the East Boulder mine
was impacted by electrical outages in
December 2021 because of severe
weather conditions. AISC for the US
PGM operations increased by 15% to
US$1,004/2Eoz (R14,851/2Eoz), primarily
due to the shortfall in production and
above inflation cost increases on
consumables due to global logistical
constraints. Increasing skills shortages
in North America and high employee
attrition rates have also resulted in
an increased reliance on contract
employment at significantly higher costs.
Adjusted EBITDA for the US PGM
underground operations of US$727 million
(R10.8 billion) was 2% lower year-on-year
as a result.

The PGM recycling business continued
to deliver significant value despite some
challenges during the second half of last
year, particularly disruptions to logistics
associated with COVID-19 and
continued supply chain constraints
affecting autocatalyst deliveries towards
year-end. In addition, there was also a
significantly reduced amount of vehicle
scrappage that we saw during the
course of the previous year due to lower
new car sales as a result of the chip
shortages. That meant that 3E PGM
recycled production for 2021 declined
by 10% to 755,148 3Eoz, with fed ounces
averaging 23.8 tonnes per day of spent
autocatalyst for 2021, 10% lower than for
2020. This lower throughput was however
offset by a drawdown on recycling
inventory from 432 tonnes at H1 2021
to 25 tonnes at year-end, enabling a
release of working capital and a 16%
increase in recycling 3Eoz sold to
782,552 3Eoz. Recycling inventory is
expected to normalise at around
100 tonnes once autocatalyst delivery
backlogs dissipate. Adjusted EBITDA of
US$101 million (R1.5 billion) increased by
87% compared with 2020. This was
primarily due to the higher PGM basket
prices, with interest on recycle supplier
advances adding a further US$21 million
(R315 million), partly offsetting the impact
of the operational shortfall.

In the medium term we will continue to
suffer constraints predominantly as a
result of revised operating procedures
post the fatal accident, which has had
a significant impact on our mining
efficiencies particularly at Stillwater West.
This is likely to continue until we have fully
installed proximity detection systems that
will allow us to operate under a new
procedure in that area.

SA gold operations

Taking these developments into account
in conjunction with our projections for
palladium market conditions into the
longer term, we are busy re-assessing
the target long-term output levels for our
Montana operations with an effective
cost structure that will attain a leading
position on the global cost curve.
Pleasingly, the conclusion of a three-year
wage agreement at East Boulder was
inflation linked and conducive to
sustainability of the operations.
We appreciate the constructive
engagement between the team
and the unions that made this
agreement possible.
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Moving on to our SA gold operations,
under the circumstances of some very
tough safety interventions, many of them
self-imposed, our SA gold operations
managed to sustain steady output.
Production for 2021 was 27,747kg
(892,087oz) (excluding DRDGOLD), which
was 10% higher than the comparative
period last year. The safety stoppages
and significant inflationary cost pressures,
in particular from Eskom, steel and
chemicals, as well as catching up capital
in the form of ore reserve development
and sustaining capital that was
underspent in 2020 as a result of
COVID-19, resulted in a 7% increase in
AISC (excluding DRDGOLD) year-onyear, to R831,454/kg (US$1,749).
Production from DRDGOLD was 5%
higher and at 10% higher AISC. That
combined with an average rand gold
price of R849,703 per kilogram
(US$1,787/oz), some 8% lower than last
year, resulted in our adjusted EBITDA
being R5.1 billion, 34% lower than
achieved over the comparative period.
Nevertheless, this is still an 18% adjusted
EBITDA margin.

Leadership view continued

Processing operations at Beatrix have
been temporarily suspended for
approximately three months from
28 December 2021 whilst rehabilitation
work is undertaken on a limited portion
of an active tailings storage facility (TSF).
A limited portion of the Beatrix TSF
requires precautionary reinforcement
and buttressing work. A decision to
cease deposition while this work is being
completed was taken in December 2021.
It is expected that this work will be
completed by April 2022. During this
period underground production is
continuing at Beatrix with the ore being
stockpiled, and we expect to be able
to treat all the stockpiled ore during the
second and third quarters of this year.

Wage negotiation and industrial
action in March 2022
Operational and financial sustainability
of our South African gold operations is
of paramount importance to optimise
the longer term delivery of sustainable
shared value to all stakeholders. Securing
an extended life of the mature gold
assets is critical to sustain employment
and economic activity in districts that
are highly dependent on mining as well
as to sustain export earnings that can
avert a looming national budget deficit.
Our philosophy on wage increases is
therefore to retain salary cost escalation
at levels close to inflation through our
collective wage agreement with
the unions.
Wage negotiations with organised labour
at our SA gold operations commenced
during June 2021 and continued into Q1
2022. Despite extended negotiations with
the unions and ongoing efforts to reach
agreements that are fair, in line with
inflation and take the long-term
sustainability of our operations into
consideration, two of the unions AMCU
and NUM, notified the Company of a
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strike, which began on 9 March 2022,
with the Company implementing a
lockout from 11 March 2022.
Two of the other unions who formed part
of a coalition with the forementioned
unions, Solidarity and UASA,
unconditionally agreed to the final offer
made by the Company, shortly after the
implementation of the lockout. This is
positive progress in the wage negotiation
process, and we are hopeful that both
AMCU and the NUM will soon follow suit
to avoid further consequences for
employees and other stakeholders from
strike action that we know is not popular
amongst the workforce.
On 14 March 2022, two unions, UASA and
Solidarity accepted the final wage offer
made by Sibanye-Stillwater on 4 February
2022. At the time this report was signedoff for printing , the SA gold strike was not
concluded but the most up to date
information is available on our website at
www.sibanyestillwater.com/features/
gold-wage-negotations-2021

ESG
During 2021 we defined our
Sustainability strategy as a basis for our
ongoing commitment to embedding
ESG excellence throughout the
business. Our Sustainability strategy is
anchored by the United Nations Global
Compact (UNGC) principles which
we adhere to and align ourselves
with the United Nations Sustainable
Development Goals (UN SDGs).

ESG advances
Sibanye-Stillwater believes climate
change to be one of the most
pressing threats to the planet and a
primary global challenge of our time
as recognised by the Paris
Agreement. As a force for good, we
recognise that we have a role to play
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in the urgent global response to the
threat of climate change. To support
our aims, we have largely aligned
our governance strategy, risk
management and targets across the
group with the recommendations of
the Task Force on Climate-Related
Financial Disclosures (TCFD). In 2021
we outlined our path to achieving
carbon neutrality by 2040 in advance
of the requirements of climate
science. Over the last year we have
refined our pathway in supporting
interventions and have grown in
confidence in our ability to deliver on
this ambition. These actions are in
addition to the environmental role
we play through the green metals
portfolio we are building to
contribute to the reduction of
greenhouse gasses and reversal of
climate change; progressing the
delivery against SDG 13.
Relaxing of regulatory requirements and
anticipated ability to trade electricity in
South Africa has allowed us to grow our
portfolio of renewable projects to 557MW
including solar and wind projects.
We have appointed a local project
developer for our SA gold 50MW solar PV
project and two local project developers
for three shovel ready wind projects
across South Africa. Steady progress
is also being made in the permitting
consents required for our SA PGM solar
project. These projects have been
structured to limit capital outlay whilst
enabling significant decarbonisation
and savings benefits.
We have made outstanding progress on
water demand and intensity. During the
year, we have been recognised by
external parties for our ESG efforts and
these include the ‘A-’ rating achieved
for our maiden participation in the CDP
for water security risks and opportunities,
as well as a ‘B’rating for carbon-related
disclosures.

Leadership view continued

Sibanye-Stillwater has been readmitted
to the FTSE Russell for Good index as well
as Bloomberg Gender-Equality Index
(GEI). The Group is one of 418 companies
globally (and one of only nine South
African companies), across 45 countries
and regions representing a variety of
sectors, which qualified to be included in
the GEI recognising how we contribute
to gender and diversity, the ultimate aim
of the UN SDG 5 and 10. In March 2022,
the Group also appointed its first two
female Executive Vice Presidents (EVPs)
to senior management – both promoted
from their internal positions.
On the social front, we have made
encouraging advances as well. We have
launched a programme that is called
the Marikana Renewal sponsored by
Archbishop Thabo Makgoba of Cape
Town as the patron. This is a structured
programme that calls for all stakeholders
to come together to achieve renewal
and restitution. Our approach is based
on an African concept of circles of
conversation which we call the Letsema
engagement process, effectively calling
for all stakeholders to come together
and collectively shape the new legacy
of Marikana.
When we took over Lonmin (Marikana),
we made commitments to the families
involved in the tragedy. This included
speaking to all the widows to
acknowledge their pain; where possible,
finding restitution and closure for them;
and ensuring that they all received
houses that had been promised.
We also acknowledged that
compensation from government had
only been disbursed to the 34 widows
whose husbands died at the hands of
the state and to people who were
injured or wrongfully arrested. There are
ten widows who have not found closure
and restitution purely because their
cases are at various stages and the
wheels of justice are grinding slowly.
We have committed to support the
pursuit of justice for these ten widows
and their families, and we will work
together with like-minded institutions,
NGOs and the legal fraternity to
achieve this.
We have also set up a 1608 Memorial
Trust which we established when we took
over Marikana, and we have enhanced
that. We have ensured that it is fully
endowed to see through all 139
beneficiaries until they finish their
education including to a tertiary level
for those who qualify. We are inspired
by the positive impact of our efforts, such
as one of the children impacted by the
Marikana tragedy, Mandla Yawa, who
graduated with his PhD in Agriculture
during 2021. There are a further ten
graduates that have come through
the system.
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For more information, see the
Performance sections in this report on
our successes, as well as our challenges
as we strive to embed ESG.

THE BOARD AND
GOVERNANCE
Reflecting on key governance
developments and activities of the
Board during the reporting period: the
composition of the Board has remained
consistent apart from the appointment of
Sindiswa Zilwa which came into effect on
1 January 2021, bringing the proportion
of female directors to 31% of the total
and further enhancing the constitution
of the Board.
Pursuant to good corporate governance
and oversight of our business strategy,
Sibanye-Stillwater’s Board of Directors
established a Board Investment
Committee (BIC) in February 2021, to
discharge a pivotal role in guiding and
overseeing the allocation of capital and
the Group’s investment activities. It has
proved effective in providing additional
scrutiny over proposed acquisitions by
the Group.
The Board has provided oversight
and support of the refreshed strategy,
which it sees as progressive and
dynamic. Furthermore, the Board
supports an ethical culture underpinned
by the Group’s stated values and
governed by its Code of ethics.
The Board and Board committee
meetings had 100% attendance from
the members throughout the year,
an illustration of the commitment of the
Group’s directors. For more about
governance and the board’s activities
during the year, 4 refer to Corporate
Governance and Detail about
Board committees.

STRONG FINANCIAL POSITION
AND CAPITAL ALLOCATION
The Group delivered another record
financial performance for 2021, with
revenue of R172.2 billion (US$11.6 billion)
and adjusted EBITDA of R68.6 billion
(US$4.6 billion), respectively 35% and 39%
higher than for 2020. Record profit
attributable to shareholders of SibanyeStillwater of R33.1 billion (US$2.2 billion)
and adjusted free cash flow (AFCF) of
R37.4 billion (US$2.5 billion), underpinned
increased returns to shareholders. This
was complemented by successful
delivery of all other elements of the
Group's capital allocation framework
exceeding expectations that were set
at the beginning of the year.
As a result of the strong financial
performance, the Group ended 2021
in a robust financial position, with the
balance sheet reflecting a net cash
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position of R11.5 billion (US$719 million),
despite significant returns to shareholders
and investment in high return projects to
secure the sustainability of the business.
The improved financial position and
favourable interest rates enabled the
settlement of the 2022 notes while the
2025 notes were replaced with the new
2026 and 2029 notes, raising US$1.2 billion
on significantly better terms and lower
coupon rates.
Cash and cash equivalents increased to
R30.3 billion (US$1.9 billion), well above
the R20.0 billion reserve position defined
in the capital allocation framework,
which together with borrowings at
the end of 2021 of R20.3 billion
(US$1.3 billion), resulted in the Group
ending 2021 in a stronger net cash
position than the previous year. On a
trailing 12-month basis, adjusted EBITDA
increased by 39% to R68.6 billion
(US$4.6 billion) resulting in an improved
net cash: adjusted EBITDA ratio of 0.17x
compared to 0.06x at the end of 2020.
The Board approved a final dividend
at the upper end of the 25% to 35%
dividend pay-out range as per the
Group dividend policy for 2021 of
R5.3 billion (US$342 million) (187 SA
cents per share/48.68 US cents per ADR),
resulting in a substantial R13.8 billion
(US$907 million) (479 SA cents per
share/125.89 US cents per ADR) total
dividend for 2021. This is equivalent to a
9.8% dividend yield at the closing share
price of R49.10 at 31 December 2021.
The approximately R8.5 billion
(US$575 million) share buyback
programme for 5% of shares in issue at an
average purchase cost of R57.57/share
(compared with the closing price on
1 March 2022 of R75.00/share), further
enhanced shareholder returns for the
year. Total value accruing to
shareholders for 2021 amounted to a
substantial R22.3 billion (US$1.5 billion),
consistent with Sibanye-Stillwater's
commitment to create superior value
for all stakeholders.
In line with the Group commitment to
embedding ESG excellence and being
a Force for Good, the capital allocation
framework has been extended to
include ESG capital investments as a
third constituent of the "stakeholder
shared value" component of the
framework. We firmly believe that in
addition to returning cash to
shareholders in the form of superior
dividends, appropriate ESG capital
investment is likely to deliver additional
sustainable shareholder value. We will
provide more detail on the projects
selected for capital allocation once they
have been prioritised.

Leadership view continued

The Investment Committee of the Board reviewed and approved the major capital allocations in terms of our capital allocation
framework which guides strategic capital allocation.

• Investing in value accretive operational sustainability
• Approved SA project capital – c. R6.3bn (2021 total c. R845m)

• Cash reserves of R30bn exceed targeted R20bn
• Provides flexibility and optionality
• R13.8 billion dividends declared for 2021
• Returning cash to shareholders – repeatable, predictable policy –
25-35% of normalised earnings
• Equivalent of 1.5% of declared dividends to be invested in social
upliftment projects
• Debt restructured on more favourable terms; improved credit rating
• Net cash: adjusted EBITDA of 0.2x despite significant returns to
shareholders
• Robust financial position provides flexibility
• 5% Buyback completed in 2021 – R8.5bn (US$575m)
• Less dilution – move from share to cash settled share incentives
• Odd lot offer concluded in January 2021
• Four battery metals transactions since February 2021
• BioniCCubE – new innovation and market development
fund (R&D fund) approved – allocated of up to 1.5% of EBITDA

LOOKING TO THE FUTURE
Our Strategic Refresh
Our executive and board annually
review our strategy to ensure that it is
fit for purpose and future focused.
Our recent strategic review has resulted
in an evolution of not only our strategy,
but also our vision and purpose.
Our purpose has evolved, from “our
mining improves lives” to “to safeguard
global sustainability through our metals
and energy solutions”. The vision has also
been slightly refined to “be a leader in
superior shared value” and we have
introduced the words “for all
stakeholders”. Our CARES values,
commitment, accountability, respect,
enabling and safe production have
been consistent since 2013 and remain
our values. And finally “embedding ESG
excellence", which was a focus area of
our strategy in 2021, has evolved to
“ESG and shared value” as part of our
strategic foundation.
Most of the elements in the 2021 strategy
and prior to that have been reclassified
as strategic essentials in the evolved 2022
strategy, with previous targets of
strategic deliverables now considered
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non-negotiable. In the next section of
this report, we provide detail of how we
successfully delivered against each of
our strategic focus areas for 2021
(4 see page 27); generally, the Group
performed well, successfully delivering
according to the targeted outcomes
of each of the previous strategic
focus areas.
In terms of our strategic essentials, most
critically, we have to ensure the safety
and wellbeing of employees – that is a
non-negotiable. We have to prosper
and flourish in every region in which we
operate – again, that no longer has
to be a strategic target, it is a nonnegotiable imperative. Achieving
operational excellence, which was a
very important part of our previous
strategy, is now also a given – that has
to continue, as does optimising long-term
resource value. Maintaining a profitable
business and optimising capital
allocation are sound management
practices. Our strategic essentials are
therefore the non-negotiable basics
that we will continue to focus on and
sustain at the highest levels of excellence
as the basis of class-leading delivery
from our operations.
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So, while the revised strategy still
incorporates our previous strategic
focus areas as strategic essentials, the
incorporation of strategic differentiators
represents meaningful augmentation
enabling pursuit of our strategic
trajectory. These are the new strategic
aspects that we regard as the
hallmarks of a distinctive and
progressive corporation in the global
resources sector.
First of all, while ESG excellence
continues to be reflected as a critical
element in our strategic foundation, we
recognise the need to extend ourselves
to become recognised as a “Force for
Good”. While many companies refer to
force for good in their strategies, based
on our purpose and our vision, it should
be apparent that the underlying
substance behind being recognised as
a force for good has been the essence
of our business model since inception.

Leadership view continued

A further element, building a unique
global portfolio of green metals and
energy solutions that reverse climate
change is something that we believe will
differentiate us from our peers. We have
a very substantial PGM business including
substantial green production from our
recycling business that is likely to be
instrumental in the future hydrogen
economy and are building a unique
combination of battery metals.
We have to become more diverse and
inclusive, and having our people work in
harmony with advanced technology
and artificial intelligence requires us to
become bionic. While pursuit of diversity,
equity and inclusion by addressing

ingrained practices, enshrining human
rights and tolerance in our operating
practices and securing the required
shift in operating culture is a strategic
essential, we firmly believe that
technological advance is a critical
differentiating enabler of diversity
and inclusion.

commodities and energy solutions that
we are involved in, coherent and
cohesive partnerships are critical to
create a stronger shared future and be
robust to periods of intense disruption.
In the previous strategy section in this
report, we have laid out all these aspects
of our expanded vision. the purpose and
the refreshed strategy (4 see page 23).
The matrix below shows you that every
grey elephant is covered by at least
two of our strategic differentiators,
demonstrating that the environmental
scan and the refreshed strategy take
account of these and put us on the
front foot.

And finally, we believe that being an
instrumental participant in pandemic
resilient ecosystems is critical to thrive
in the context of increasing global
disruption and change, well positioned
to capture the new business
opportunities that will arise. Whether it
is the ecosystems at our mine sites or
the value chain ecosystems for the

Grey elephants

STRATEGIC DIFFERENTIATORS

Pandemics

Ageing

Angry
planet

Big
Inequality squeezes

Angry
people

Multipolarity

Intelligent
advances

Recognised as a force for good

Unique global portfolio of green metals and
energy solutions that reverse climate change

Inclusive, diverse and bionic

Instrumental in building
pandemic-resilient ecosystems

Metals outlook
We continue to track the supply and
demand fundamentals of critical metals
and we will only provide you with a high
level view of longer term implications
that inform our strategic positioning in
this summary. Greater detail on market
trends is provided in the later section
discussing the external environment.
We believe PGM demand will remain
well supported well into the 2030’s.
Increasing overall automotive demand
and higher catalyst loadings to meet
increasingly stringent emissions
requirements are likely to sustain strong
demand for PGM’s even with increasing
adoption of alternative powertrains.
Growth in heavy duty fuel cell electric
vehicles will also underpin PGM demand.
And in the longer term the hydrogen
economy will potentially provide another
demand underpin post 2030.

Current forecasts of penetration rates of
battery-electric vehicles (BEV) into the
global automotive sector, are in our view
substantially overstated, largely because
it is not feasible for the supply of critical
commodities to ramp up fast enough to
meet the projected demand. While we
recognise that decarbonisation targets
and a shift from internal combustion
engine (ICE) vehicles is being legislated
in many jurisdictions, and the forecasts
are driven by this expectation,
alternative pathways to decarbonisation
will need to complement the adoption
of electric vehicles. For these reasons,
we expect ICE vehicles to have longevity
beyond the expectations of many
commentators. So in our view, the long
term outlook for PGMs remains
constructive and robust.

As mentioned above, forecasts for
electric vehicle penetration into the
global auto sector have become
increasingly aggressive although our
projections suggest that the supply of
critical commodities will be unable to
match the growth in associated
demand. While battery chemistry is
rapidly evolving to suit the requirements
of distinct automotive applications,
lithium and nickel are expected to
continue as the most critical metals.
We are also cognisant of the
requirement for battery precursors
produced from preferred geological
settings enabling green production
with a low embedded carbon footprint.
The deficit in lithium hydroxide that is
already evident in 2021 is set to deepen
substantially and nickel sulphate as a
critical battery precursor is in increasingly
short supply. Despite current elevated
lithium and nickel prices, we have
confidence that substantial upside
remains in this battery metal price cycle.
For more information, 4 see page 38
onwards for the 2021 performance
and outlook of these metals.
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Leadership view continued

Building a green metals portfolio
During 2021, in fulfilment of our
sustainability strategy, we
reconceptualised our battery metals
growth intentions previously presented as
a fourth sigmoid curve to become part
of an integrated portfolio of green
3
metals . This is intended to reflect our
unique positioning in the global resources
industry to meet requirements for a low
carbon and clean environment.
In addition to the newly emerging metals
required for automotive and stationary
energy battery storage applications,

Significant progress was made
advancing our green metals strategy
during 2021, with a series of transactions
announced during the second half of
the year following the acquisition of an
initial 26.6% holding in the Keliber lithium
project during September 2021. These
transactions represent the outcome of
two years of careful market analysis and
engagement in our strategic path
towards building a climate change
resilient business, enabling further
international growth in high quality and
strategic assets that are set to deliver

3

PGM’s have been long recognised as
key contributors to a clean environment
with growing relevance in a renewable
energy economy. With intermittency of
renewable supply limiting penetration
into the energy mix without long duration
high capacity storage, uranium is now
starting to be recognised in the scientific
community as a credible source of green
baseload electricity that will be a
necessary part of a decarbonised
energy mix. Our portfolio of metals is
complemented by increasingly green
production through recycling and tailings
retreatment. Including gold, our ultimate

aim is to build a comprehensive portfolio
that is robust to global dislocations to
promote sustainability and contribute to
the reversal of climate change.

substantial future value and earnings
diversification. These acquisitions or
proposed acquisitions included the
Sandouville nickel refinery, a direct 7%
stake in ioneer and a proposed 50% JV
with ioneer on its Rhyolite Ridge project
and a stake in New Century, an
international tailings retreatment expert.
Together with our existing leading PGM
business, these acquisitions put us on
track to compiling a very significant
green metals portfolio.

We are also advancing our uranium
strategy which was communicated
during the year – uranium is associated
with and has been produced as a byproduct of gold mining for years and we
are defining how best to realise the value
of the substantial uranium resources we
own in South Africa. Nuclear energy is an
alternative to carbon based energy
sources such as coal, oil and gas and
due to its low carbon emissions, is
increasingly being considered by
scientists and other stakeholders as a
green source of energy, with uranium
classified as another green metal.

We will also strive to secure appropriate
integration into the new regional clean
energy ecosystems that are at a
formative stage, particularly in Europe
and North America. Our innovation and
market development investments
described later on are designed
to secure concerted, active involvement
in downstream green energy solutions.

As noted previously, we use the term “green metals” to refer to commodities that are beneficial to society through their contribution to a cleaner environment
and/or are produced through production methods with lower impacts on the environment than the norm
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We have augmented our existing tailings
retreatment investment in DRDGOLD
through the acquisition of New Century,
which complements our leading PGM
recycling business, which we are
currently looking to develop further,
advancing our strategic positioning in
the circular economy, all of which will
position us to continue creating value
through our favourable exposure to the
energy transition and future green
economy as a force for good.
Our Mergers and acquisitions approach
is not purely driven by value and
strategic considerations. When
undertaking due diligence, we also
evaluate whether the target conducts its
business in an ethical and responsible
manner for the benefit of all its
stakeholders in line with our ESG
standards and policies. These factors are
also part of the consideration by the
Investment Committee, whether to
pursue or reject a proposed transaction.

R&D, innovation and market
development
The Board has approved a new fund,
the “BioniCCubE” to foster research and
development of new innovation/
technologies and market development,
by investing in and leveraging strategic
partnerships. This will support the
company on our path to embracing
digital technology and becoming a
climate change-resilient business as a
leading supplier of green metals and
energy solutions. BioniCCubE will operate
as a closed end fund, fully financed by
Sibanye-Stillwater with a capital budget
of up to 1.5% per annum of Group
adjusted EBITDA for appropriate
investments.

Two initial investments have been made
by the Group:
• Glint Pay Ltd. (Glint – glintpay.com):
Glint is a fintech company, based in
London, Boulder (US) and Tokyo, that
uses gold as an alternative global
currency to enable its clients instantly
to buy, sell, save, spend, and send
their physical gold and other
currencies, through the Glint
Mastercard® and Glint app. Glint
offers no credit facilities, it allows users
to transfer, receive and save real
gold, which is secured in Brink’s vaults
in Switzerland. The partnership with
Glint enables Sibanye-Stillwater to
support new end markets for gold
on an innovative, digital and highly
regulated platform, backed by
physical gold supervised by a worldclass regulator in Switzerland.
• Verkor S.A. (Verkor): Verkor is a French
industrial company that has the
support of the Renault Group,
Demeter, EIT InnoEnergy Groupe IDEC,
Schneider Electric, Capgemini,
Arkema and Tokai COBEX. Verkor
intends to ramp up low-carbon
battery manufacturing facilities in
France and southern Europe to meet
the growing demand for electric
mobility and stationary battery
storage in Europe. Verkor’s first
Gigafactory will be built at the port
city of Dunkirk (Hauts de France),
with first delivery of low-carbon high
performance batteries for electric
vehicles planned for July 2025. Initial
manufacturing capacity of 16GWh in
2025 is expected to expand to 50GWh
by 2030.

• Sibanye-Stillwater has made a
strategic EUR25 million investment in
Verkor through a new convertible
bond issuance. This strategic
investment will pave the way for
further technical and commercial
cooperation between the Group and
Verkor, with the timeline for the Keliber
lithium project, the Sandouville
extension to target specific nickel
battery metal products and Verkor’s
first Gigafactory largely in sync.
The global shift towards more socially
and environmentally aware behaviours
and policies continues to gain
momentum, with emphasis on climate
change. Future investment in renewable
energy and other green industrial activity
is likely to support demand for
commodities required for the green
energy economy, especially those
produced with minimal negative
environmental and social impacts.
In particular, this includes the essential
metals that Sibanye-Stillwater produces
and is targeting as we position ourselves
to create sustainable value through
further delivery on our green
metals strategy.

GRATITUDE
We salute and thank our close to 85,000
colleagues and contractors across the
Group – these individuals together with
our stakeholders enable us to move
forward, overcome challenges and work
together to a better future.
In addition, we would like to thank
members of the Board and the Executive
Committee for their leadership, guidance
and tenacity to pursue strategic value
delivery.

Dr Vincent Maphai
Chairman

Neal Froneman
Chief Executive Officer
22 April 2022
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Managing our risks and opportunities
within the external environment
OUR APPROACH
Our strategy is geared toward managing
the changing risks and opportunities of
our operating and business environment.
Our risks and opportunities, therefore, are
contingent on a dynamic global business
and local operating environment that
constantly evolves.
Risk management is an integral part of
our strategy and our risk management
culture is integrated and embedded into
all our operations as well as new
acquisitions and projects. In line with risk
management best practice and
guidelines, we have a dedicated Risk
Committee, risk management policy,
Risk Management charter / Terms of
reference and a Risk Management
Framework. Our enterprise risk
management (ERM) framework follows
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the principles outlined in best practice
standards, including ISO 31000, COSO
(Committee of Sponsoring Organizations
of the Treadway Commission) and
King IV, which position risk as a key area
of governance. Our ERM process
undergoes an annual independent
review (currently done by PwC) against
ERM frameworks and best practice.
Our Group Strategic Risk Register outlines
our top strategic risks with extensive
detail on triggers, underlying
vulnerabilities, consequence and
mitigating strategies. We also have
Segment strategic risk registers for each
of our operating segments (SA PGM,
US PGM and SA gold) highlighting the
top risks impacting each operation
with extensive detail.
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Risk appetite and risk tolerance levels
have been defined for our key risk areas
of safety, health, environmental, human
resources, business plan delivery,
financial stability, regulatory and legal
compliance, ethics and corporate
governance.
Our Risk Committee oversees risk
management on behalf of the Board,
which has ultimate oversight responsibility
over risk management. Implementation
and execution of effective risk
management has been delegated to
management. (4 See Corporate
governance, pages 18 and 20.

Managing our risks and opportunities within the external environment continued
Governance
structures involved

Our risk management process

ESTABLISHING
THE CONTEXT

•
•
•
•
•
•

IDENTIFY

• Implement risk management processes in line with the ERM framework –
occurs daily at the operational and business units

Review and update strategic and operational goals
Review operating environment and how it impacts the business
Review our risk appetite per strategic risk category
Set and approve risk tolerance levels
Review and update the impact matrix
Review and update the role and responsibility matrix

• Identify threats or opportunities to strategic goals
• Scan internal and external business and operating environment
for new risks
• Compile risk register – by function for group, operating segment,
operations, service departments and/or business units

ANALYSE
AND EVALUATE

• Interrogate risks to understand root causes and consequences to strategic
focus areas
• Assess the likely severity and likelihood of risks
• Rank risks according to severity and likelihood
• Assess and prioritise mitigation

ASSESSMENT
AND TREATMENT

• Identify current controls
• Develop further enhancement plans and implement controls
• Monitor adequacy of controls

REVIEW REPORT
AND MONITOR

Roles and responsibilities matrix:
Executive management:
• Responsible for overall risk governance, for managing and monitoring
success of controls and mitigation plans, and for determining whether risks
are within the limits of our risk appetite
• Participates in annual strategic risk workshop; reviews risk register; conducts
risk analyses, e.g. PESTLE
• Is supported by corporate strategy and group risk management functions
• Reports to the Risk Committee
Risk Committee and Board:
• Reviews twice a year priority risk registers submitted by executive
management
• Assesses and approves Group risk appetite and tolerance levels annually
All levels of management, outside formal review cycles, are responsible for
monitoring and responding timeously to risks and material developments.

Governance structures involved
A

At operating level, business units
and group level

C

Executive management

B

Risk management function

D

Risk Committee
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E

Board

Managing our risks and opportunities within the external environment continued

Risk appetite and tolerance
Risk appetite is a statement of the level
of risk that we are prepared to tolerate in
achieving our goals. Our risk tolerance
framework represents a control
framework using key risk indicators to
ensure we remain within our risk appetite.
It provides granularity on triggers for
remedial action where our risk threshold
is at risk of being exceeded.
Risk appetite statements and risk
tolerance levels are presented to the
Board annually for approval. Strategic
risks (as per our strategic risk register) are
monitored and managed in real time
against set tolerance levels.
In our business as a supplier of precious
and green metals and related
technologies, there are multiple factors
subject to uncertainty and that may
affect both the quantum and the cost of
production. We are prepared to
conduct mining operations where there
is a relatively high degree of uncertainty
through factors outside our control, such

as the potential for regulatory change,
reliability of bulk infrastructure, and sociopolitical stability, provided this can be
justified in terms of the commercial
returns to be realised.
We do not generally take steps to
mitigate commodity price or exchange
rate risks to financial delivery
expectations unless a failure to do so
would place the sustainability of
operations in jeopardy. To compensate
for these risk exposures, we tightly
manage factors within our control, such
as advance technical knowledge and
the availability of critical expertise and
skills, consistent with the cost and
practicality of doing so, to remain within
a moderate to high risk appetite for
variability in production and financial
delivery from our operations.
Our competitive advantage and growth
prospects depend on bold leadership
moving decisively towards strategic
goals. To ensure boldness does not
become rashness, we invest in leading

intelligence for understanding the
dynamics of the commodity markets we
are active in or contemplate entering;
and we do intensive due diligence on
productivity and cost structures. Large
acquisitions, or major organic growth
projects, are kept within a moderate
risk appetite.
Further, we take a low-risk position on use
of financial instruments, keeping
leverage, indebtedness and liquidity at
prudent levels.
In broad terms then, with respect to risks
that may compromise ESG performance,
we have a low risk tolerance. This
includes safety, health, environmental,
regulatory and legal compliance, and
ethics and corporate governance. And
similarly, for financial sustainability we
have a low risk appetite.
For business plan delivery, we are
prepared to conduct mining operations
within a moderate to high risk appetite
for variability in production and financial
delivery from our operations.

EXTERNAL ENVIRONMENT FOR OUR BUSINESS AND OPERATIONS
Developments in the external
environment
Sibanye-Stillwater takes a long-term view
on metal prices, committing to a basket
of minerals that support the transition to
a greener economy. In 2021, the chip
supply disruption to the automotive
industry temporarily affected palladium,
platinum and rhodium prices, although
metal supply concerns early in 2022
arising from Russia’s invasion of Ukraine
led to deficits.
While we expect increasing overall
higher automotive sales and higher PGM
loadings to balance out the transition
from ICEs (internal combustion engines)
to EVs (electric vehicles) over the 2020s,
declining PGM demand for ICE
applications could start to be
anticipated as we move through
the 2030s.
We expect this to be somewhat offset by
growth of hydrogen power, which needs
PGMs for production (converting
electrons to hydrogen) and end-use
(converting hydrogen to electricity),
although this implies a significant shift in
the basket of required metals.
As part of the switch to green energy
and electric vehicles, we foresee battery
metals becoming increasingly important
and hence our acquisitions in that
direction. Our further exposure to battery
metals provides some cover should the
switch to hydrogen power fall short of
expectations. The pivot to green metals is
key to managing strategic risk
through diversification.
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Another key element is our focus on ESG.
In the current environment there is
enormous pressure from investors,
governments, local communities and
global lobby groups for mining
operations to meet the highest ESG
standards and to reduce safety and
health risks to near zero. And in this
context one of our main risks is
reputational risk, with many of our
stakeholders acutely aware of the harm
caused by mining, but less aware of the
important role mining plays in world
civilisation.
We do not foresee this level of scrutiny
changing and in fact our expectation is
that more will be demanded of us in the
years to come: more transparency and
more control over key factors like safety
and environment. Our strategic focus
area of embedding ESG excellence as
the way we do business meets this risk
head-on, by burnishing our reputation in
the market as a global ESG leader in the
precious metals industry. And here is not
only risk to be mitigated but also
opportunity to be converted.
As civilisation moves away from fossilpowered energy to cleaner forms
(i.e. wind, solar, hydrogen, battery and
nuclear), it will increasingly rely on certain
metals to support this transition,
e.g. lithium, uranium, and PGMs for
hydrogen energy. Hence our focus on
green metals.
In South Africa our reputational risk is not
only around environmental concerns, but
also socio-political ones. Given the high
levels of unemployment, inequality and
poverty, communities and broader
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stakeholders have increasing
expectations regarding the social impact
of mining. We would therefore need to
commit to doing things differently, as well
as consider expectations to maintain our
social license to operate. And our best
reputational risk mitigation strategy is to
sincerely commit to improving lives and
improving value for stakeholders.
Our mining directly supports around
80,000 people in southern Africa; and
indirectly supports up to a million.
Our contribution to the fiscus helps
government pay social grants to millions
more. With South Africa having a high
unemployment rate, we are a
meaningful hope of formal employment
and a career path towards higher levels
of prosperity. Further, in a country like
South Africa that is desperate for
examples of success and collaborative
acts of corporate excellence, we offer
hope, professional pride and patriotism.
While we acknowledge that mining is
inevitably intrusive on the environment,
concerns about this should be balanced
by the value of a world-class engineering
operation that invests in workforce
productivity and provides jobs to tens
of thousands.
While we presented earlier in this report
the grey elephants that we regard as the
driving forces in the global environment
that will shape the next decade, we also
acknowledge more immediate and
specific drivers that we consider in
developing our corporate strategy. These
are presented with an appropriate level
of granularity on the following pages.

Managing our risks and opportunities within the external environment continued

Material influences in our external business environment
COVID-19
The COVID-19 pandemic continued to follow its course globally throughout 2021 with the regular emergence of new variants and the
introduction of vaccination representing significant developments. Most countries have substantially relaxed restrictions during the course
of the year, with the number of cases escalating while hospitalisations and deaths have substantially declined. This has permitted a
continuation of global economic recovery and social normalisation although economic activity has not yet been restored to pre-COVID
levels. China has maintained a stringent zero COVID policy with measures having to intensify to contain the more transmissible Omicron
variant, with resulting risks of negative impacts on economic activity in a key market. COVID precautions have been maintained in force
at our mine sites with some disruption to operations being experienced throughout the year, though much less than during 2020, mostly as
a result of travel challenges that arose for our employees returning from breaks taken in their district of origin.

Impact

Our strategic response

The COVID-19 pandemic continued to have
profound impact on our operations and business
during 2021. In addition to operational disruptions
with the associated safety implications
representing a major concern, supply chains
globally continued to experience major
disruption affecting the markets for our
commodities.

We have continued to apply COVID-19 protocols
and embraced new ways of working in line with
digital first principles to promote effective and
efficient operations with remote working
established as a long-term arrangement. With the
majority of our workforce vaccinated, with our
medical facilities in South Africa made available for
vaccination of employees and family members,
and with COVID-19 seemingly on a pathway to
becoming endemic enabling the relaxation of
restrictions, the risk of disruption to operations has
subsided. We are also witnessing a steady recovery
in automotive manufacturing volumes as supply
chains normalise with potential for rebound to
satisfy pent-up demand.

Related
risks
1

Related
opportunities
2, 6

4

7

4 Refer to
pages 58 and
61

4 Refer to
page 68

OUTLOOK

Although COVID-19 restrictions are steadily being relaxed globally with vaccination representing the most significant weapon in mitigating
impact, we recognise lingering risks of operational and business disruption. We will continue to support measures to limit the spread of the
virus, including vaccinations in order to prevent further waves and limit the risk of new variants. Despite the severity of the disease subsiding,
economic activity is still being curtailed in countries that continue to pursue a zero COVID-19 strategy, with resultant dampening of
commodity markets.
While the direct effects of the COVID-19 pandemic are now much diminished, the experience has accelerated many trends with
increasing environmental and social consciousness increasingly coming to the fore. Global decarbonisation is now more prominent with
implications for more rapid introduction of alternative vehicle powertrains and newly adopted social practices and work arrangements are
likely to be retained where they contribute to improved efficiency. The recognition of global supply chain vulnerability has also resulted in
a significant realignment with the importance of secure regional supply chains increasingly recognised. This is creating opportunities for
establishing reconfigured integrated mine to mobility value chains.
As per the 4 Our purpose, vision, strategy and values section, COVID-19 is a grey elephant and the pandemic was a catalyst agitating
and amplifying several other grey elephants (inequality, angry planet, big squeezes, angry people and multi-polarity). We have responded
by refreshing our strategy and maintaining the agility to be future ready for developments.
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Managing our risks and opportunities within the external environment continued

CLIMATE CHANGE
Among the series of global challenges that characterised 2021, climate change remains critical, with increasing recognition that
unabated carbon emissions will lead to looming disaster for planet earth. Increasing carbon levels in the atmosphere have already
changed average global temperatures to new records with the trend set to continue. The global will to pursue decarbonisation was
galvanised through COP26 in Glasgow with new, more stretching commitments made by participating countries to constrain global
warming within 1.5 degrees Celsius. This has already led to an accelerated adoption of low carbon technology in energy generation and
transportation globally with fundamental shifts from fossil fuels to renewable energy.

Impact

Our strategic response

Natural gas is becoming more accepted as a
lower carbon alternative to other fossil fuels with
renewable electricity generation with increased
bulk energy storage and nuclear becoming the
credible green baseload options. The European
Union is considering whether to include natural
gas and nuclear power as part of its sustainable
finance taxonomy. Similarly, China, in its official
policy statements characterises nuclear as green
energy. In addition, the introduction of
alternative electrified transportation powertrains
is starting to accelerate with an increasing
number of national commitments to phase out
new vehicles with internal combustion engines
during the 2030s. As the world transitions to green
power, global commodity requirements are
expected to evolve with the demand for green
metals rising exponentially. An International
Monetary Fund (IMF) working paper estimates
that, if the world is to meet the net-zero target by
2050, then we need to make up a two-thirds
supply gap for graphite, cobalt, vanadium and
nickel; and a 30-40% supply gap for copper,
lithium and platinum.

Our green metals strategy is one of our main
strategic responses to climate change. We are
dedicated to being part of the solution, to
providing the metals for cleaner mobility and
cleaner energy supply.
Further, we recognise that whatever the impact
of climate change, the environmental
movement is on the rise and will continue to put
pressure on industry to reduce pollution and
waste. For example, in March 2020 the European
Commission adopted the Circular Economy
Action Plan (CEAP), to improve sustainable
consumption, reduce waste in the supply chain,
and minimise resource use. Recycling and tailings
re-processing are key aspects of our business
model to enter the circular economy.

Related
risks
3, 6

Related
opportunities
1, 3, 5, 7

4 Refer to
pages 60 and
63

4 Refer to
page 68

We also continue to update our planning to
cater for resource security at all our operations,
especially water, in the context of the local
climate impacts of climate change, as well as
our planning to cater for adverse
weather events.

While highly location-dependent, changes in
local climate are unpredictable and the risk of
severe weather events is increasing. This will have
an impact on issues such as water security as
well as cause potential disruption to operations
due to adverse weather events such as flooding
and storms.

OUTLOOK

We expect the global emphasis on combating climate change to steadily intensify over forthcoming years. While climate change
threatens several traditional commodities and especially fossil fuels, it also presents major opportunities for the resources industry, who will
gain from investing in commodities of future relevance and new low-emission energy solutions, with recycling and the circular economy
becoming ever more critical. A decarbonised economy is likely to involve even higher demand for commodities than the traditional
transportation and energy systems creating a secular shift in the basket of commodity requirements and a major resources boom spanning
a decade or more. The impracticality of ramping up the supply of critical commodities, such as lithium among others, rapidly enough may
require alternative low carbon technologies to be developed and adopted.
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Managing our risks and opportunities within the external environment continued

STAKEHOLDER EXPECTATIONS
There is an ever-increasing expectation on large companies to conduct their operations and their business with the utmost responsibility
and create positive social and economic outcomes. Mining is particularly scrutinised for its environmental and social impact due its
intrusive nature on the environment and society. While there are different social and environmental priorities in different jurisdictions,
investors and stakeholders expect multinationals to operate to the same high standards no matter where in the world they operate.
There is a steady increase in responsible investment funds that are adopting various forms of rating to allocate investment with increasing
recognition that superior sustainable investment returns are generated from corporations that subscribe to high ESG and sustainability
standards.

Impact

Our strategic response

Demonstrating ESG excellence has become a
critical business imperative. Shareholders are
increasingly prioritising investment into corporations
with strong ESG and sustainability credentials based
on recognition that they will produce superior
returns over the longer term. This requires intensive
focus with appropriate resourcing and budgets to
address all the critical dimensions of relevance
to our stakeholders. ESG therefore represents both
a risk and an opportunity depending on the
corporation’s strategic response.

Our vision, values and strategy supported by our
Umdoni tree underpin our commitment to
responsible mining and making a difference for all
stakeholders through our business activities. 4 Refer
to Our purpose, vision, strategy and values section,
page 23. Our green metals strategy is particularly
relevant here. It must be noted that we are
committed to recycling and the circular economy.
Two examples are our PGM recycling business in the
US and our equity interests in DRDGOLD and New
Century, whose tailings recycling includes
dedicated environmental clean-up and
rehabilitation operations. We intend to increase the
scope of these operations significantly.

Related
risks
1, 3

Related
opportunities
3, 4

4, 6

5

4 Refer to
pages 58, 60,
61 and 63

4 Refer to
page 68

Mining companies who prove their ESG credentials
are also better positioned to raise equity and debt
financing on favourable terms. And there are
We have signed up to various ESG indices that
growing opportunities to access green financing,
e.g. through the World Bank’s Climate-Smart Mining relate to our business; putting resources and focus
Initiative and the IMF’s green financing initiatives.
on meeting their requirements. (4 See Embedding
ESG Excellence, page 174). We continue to monitor
priority ESG issues that are coming to the fore
globally and also understand from our stakeholders
through intense engagement what is of greatest
concern to them. We assign focused attention on
managing our performance in all of these areas.
We are exposed to capital markets in the US and
Europe, with their increasingly firm stance on ESG
and sustainability. Our position is that we follow
these high standards and present ourselves as a
trusted partner in new green supply chains. We
tend to follow the values, culture and standards
of western-based multinationals. Our listings (on the
JSE and NYSE) commit us to these standards.
We also introduced an ESG scorecard in 2021
carrying 20% weighting towards our long-term
incentive payments to increase the leadership
focus on ESG and sustainability. Our refreshed
strategy articulates our aspiration to go beyond
ESG excellence striving to achieve differentiation
as a force for good as described in the earlier
section of this report where we presented our
refreshed corporate strategy.

OUTLOOK

Stakeholder expectations will become more exacting as the principle of green financing drives investor decisions and ESG becomes an
increasingly key factor in investment decisions. Conforming to ratings and standards, although cumbersome, is now an important part of
our business. Not only must we meet the standards but we must be seen to be doing so. Corporations like ours must adapt systems and
protocols to meet third-party criteria. While rating systems are starting to standardise, there is also increasing expectation for corporations
to demonstrate that they are contributing meaningfully towards local socio-economic and environmental priorities in the areas where
they operate.
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Managing our risks and opportunities within the external environment continued

GLOBAL MACRO-ECONOMIC ENVIRONMENT
The global macro-economic context of 2021 was characterised by uneven global recovery as economies continued to recover from the
COVID-19 pandemic supported by aggressive stimulus measures. Emerging market and developing economies (EMDEs) generally
exhibited a less robust recovery with the effects of the COVID-19 pandemic continuing to be felt more strongly. EMDEs face more
headwinds, in the form of unvaccinated populations, a tighter fiscal environment and weak investment. Although overall global economic
growth reported by the World Bank was 5.5% due to the rebound from the low base in 2020, this came well short of restoring global
economic activity to pre-COVID-19 levels. During 2021, developed economies started to announce tapering measures in response to an
extremely sharp uptick in inflation. As is typical following major perturbations in the economic system, significant monetary and fiscal policy
challenges lie ahead to sustain and grow economic activity while avoiding macro-economic instability with a measured tightening cycle
to be expected.

Impact

Our strategic response

In line with the macro-economic trends,
automotive manufacturing volumes recovered
substantially in 2021 though not yet to prepandemic levels. The recovery was capped
through the global chip shortage, which is
indicative of general supply chain imbalances
that have set in. Combined with threats to supply
volumes, PGM markets were closer to balance
although deficits in rhodium and platinum
remained. The gold price has responded positively
to the economic developments in a continuing
unprecedented low real interest rate environment.

While macro-economics is only one factor that
influences commodity demand, we remain
confident in robust PGM market fundamentals
with ongoing deficits expected, and we hold a
positive outlook for gold. An improving macroeconomic outlook is supportive of exponential
growth in new commodity markets required for a
low carbon economy. This provides the basis for
developing a diverse portfolio of green metals in
increasingly diversified locations to service the
emerging requirements.

Related
risks
7

Related
opportunities
2

8
4 Refer to
pages 64 and
65

4 Refer to
page 68

OUTLOOK

The World Bank forecasts global growth of 4.1% in 2022 as continuation of the rebound post-COVID, with a prediction of 3.2% in 2023 and
similar projections available from the IMF. Prudent tapering of economic stimulus combined with steady escalation of real interest rates is
expected in order to sustain economic recovery without fuelling inflation and creating economic instability. While developed economies
are forecast to exceed pre-pandemic medium-term projections, the same is not true for EMDEs, which have less advanced vaccine rollout
and less fiscal support from the state. The IMF cites inflation and COVID-19 variants as potential economic risks, particularly for EMDEs. As a
diversified precious and green metals producer, Sibanye-Stillwater is well positioned to navigate this global economic environment. One
reason for confidence is our green metals strategy, which ties in with the IMF’s call for “facilitating new growth opportunities related to
green technology and digitalisation”. (IMF World Economic Outlook, October, 2021).
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Managing our risks and opportunities within the external environment continued

GLOBAL GEOPOLITICS
As the world re-normalises with the COVID-19 pandemic subsiding, substantial global geopolitical changes are underway with significant
realignment between major powers. Major events such as the electronic chip shortage have instigated major capital investment to
establish new more reliable sources of supply and the conflict between Russia and Ukraine has triggered repositioning of diplomatic
relationships and the imposition of trade sanctions. As a result, there is increasing reluctance to tolerate excessive levels of dependency
on trading partners with dominant single jurisdictions of supply. This is particularly important for US-China trade relationships. The electronic
chip shortage has graphically demonstrated how significant such dependencies can be. As a result, global trade patterns are under
significant evolution with the imperative of forming cohesive and secure regional supply chains. We have witnessed countries designating
an increasing number of critical strategic minerals where national security of supply is essential.

Impact

Our strategic response

The effects of geopolitical realignment on markets
for our traditional commodities are likely to be
relatively limited. Gold is a ubiquitous commodity
that is freely traded on open global markets,
although increasing nationalism may stimulate
increased central bank holdings to promote
currency stability. With PGMs only available in any
great quantity from a limited number of
jurisdictions, temporary trading strategies to secure
stock holdings are adopted to ensure security of
supply, though there is no reason to believe there
would be a fundamental shift in global trade
dynamics, although this further strengthens the
motivation to maximise the level of recycling to
decrease dependence on newly mined supply.

We continue to monitor the sources of critical
supplies to our operations to ensure sufficient
flexibility to avoid operational disruptions with
stock of strategic spares optimised.

The most significant implication is for green metals
and the establishment of electric vehicle battery
supply chains, where China currently has a level of
dominance that is of concern in many countries.
Significant opportunity is presented to become
involved as a meaningful partner in the regional
value chains that are under formation in Europe
and North America to support their emerging
electric vehicle manufacturing industries.

Related
risks
7

Related
opportunities
2

8
4 Refer to

As we build our presence in green metals in
pages 64
Europe and North America, we are starting to
and 65
build meaningful relationships with downstream
partners to ensure that their supply requirements
for critical commodities can be met. This will
include identification of the possibilities for
recycling that will grow substantially as batteries
reach end of life to create a circular economy.
This extends to expanded PGM recycling
opportunities where we can also enhance security
of supply while also strengthening the green
credentials of our product.

4 Refer to
page 68

From the perspective of our supply chain, we are
also relatively independent of critical supplies from
specific sources to our operations with the
operational implications of supply chain disruption
unlikely to be significant.

OUTLOOK

We expect an increasing trend of global trading pattern realignment with an associated increase in national or regional strategies to
attain security of supply of critical strategic minerals with reduced dependence on trading partners with a dominant position. This creates
new opportunities for Sibanye-Stillwater to become a meaningful partner in pandemic-resilient ecosystems through which to assure the
supply of critical supply to our customers as strategic partners to our business.
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Managing our risks and opportunities within the external environment continued

SOUTH AFRICAN BUSINESS CONTEXT
In its October 2021 World Economic Outlook publication, the IMF forecast South Africa’s GDP growth at 5% for 2021. While this was up substantially
from -6.4% in 2020, it only partly negated the contraction in the economy that had resulted from COVID-19. Since 2008, government debt has been
increasing, reaching 70% of GDP by late 2021 with the COVID-19 social relief and stimulus measures resulting in further substantial projected
increases. National Treasury projects that debt service costs will grow by 11% over the next three years, raising the cost of capital, and restricting
fixed-capital formation to 15%, which compares unfavourably to the National Development Plan’s target of 30%. The Zondo Commission is close to
finalising its suite of reports on state capture although capacity to hold individuals to account and pursue prosecutions based on the evidence now
available is limited. Increasing unemployment and higher levels of poverty are resulting in higher levels of social discontent and unrest, as evidenced
by the violent protests across KwaZulu-Natal and Gauteng during July 2021. While there have been some positive developments, such as
introduction of the 100MW generation licence threshold for private generation for own use, the 51% sale of South African Airways, progress towards
restructuring of Eskom, the September 2021 High Court ruling on the once empowered always empowered principle and the setting aside of some of
the clauses of the Mining Charter affirming that it cannot be used as a legislative instrument, meaningful structural reforms to create a competitive,
business-friendly climate are limited.

Impact
Our South African operations, which account
for 81% of total group production, are
surrounded by doorstep communities that look
to us for opportunity, which is obviously limited.
As a result we experience significant incidence
of illegal mining, theft, protest and vandalism
at our operations. This requires increased
security measures to protect our people and
assets. Lack of capacity in the state at local
and national level manifests through
unsatisfactory public policing and delivery of
bulk services, most critically electricity and
water. Shortcomings in the delivery of basic
services and administrative functions represent
an ongoing drain to our operations. This is
compounded by a regulatory environment
that is not attractive to investment. All these
factors significantly increase the cost of doing
business and result in a higher hurdle rate for
capital investment.

Related
risks
To address the challenge of unaffordable, unreliable and carbon 3, 4, 6
Our strategic response

intensive public electricity supply, we have embarked on
commissioning several private power projects to supply
renewable energy to our operations. While the 100MW
generating licence threshold eases the administrative
requirements, substantial administrative process requirements
remain that result in long lead times to plant commissioning.
(4 See Minimising our environmental impact, page187). In
addition, we have advanced protocols and processes to deal
with the potential safety implications of electricity supply
interruptions including standby generating capacity. While it has
significant impact on the cost of doing business, we deploy an
intensive security presence to preserve the integrity of our assets
and ensure operational continuity.

Related
opportunities
3, 4

7, 9

5

4 Refer to
pages 60, 61,
63, 64 and 66

Refer to
page 68

Stakeholder engagement is a critical tool in building improved
relationships around our operating sites. Our approach is
premised on the belief that stakeholder capitalism presents
a win-win opportunity. (4 See Engaging with our stakeholders,
page 73). Our strategy includes: improving social cohesion within
host mining communities and creating socio-economic
partnerships with local stakeholders addressing the Marikana
legacy (Refer to 8 www.sibanyestillwater.com/features/
marikana-commemoration). We have embedded cultural
growth and understanding as part of our training and
development. (4 See Empowering our workforce, page 156).
We also engage constructively with Government directly and
through business advocacy bodies such as the Minerals Council
South Africa to facilitate understanding of our role in
socioeconomic development and advocate for pro-market and
pro-investment reforms.
We factor investment risk in South Africa by setting a higher
hurdle rate on major investments. Even with the higher hurdle,
we were able to justify investment in three major capital projects
approved early in 2022 totalling a R6.3 billion commitment
securing 7,000 jobs. (4 For more information refer to Delivering
value from our operations and projects, page 110).
While the potential of our South African business is constrained
through an unfavourable climate for competitiveness and
growth, we are confident in our ability to continue prospering in
the South African context despite the challenges and deliver
value to all stakeholders through our South African operations.

OUTLOOK
Without decisive measures to root out corruption, instil ethical leadership and implement meaningful structural reform, it is likely that the South African
socio-political context will become more challenging. Continued tepid growth estimated at 2.2% for 2022 and reducing to a projected 1.3% by 2026
is insufficient to achieve developmental goals and alleviate social discontent. We expect a continuing need for social relief that will put strain on the
fiscus and, despite a prudent 2022 budget from the Minister of Finance, national debt is likely to become increasingly unsustainable. While the
commodity price boom in 2020 and 2021 has contributed temporarily towards elevated tax revenues, this cannot be depended on for future
national budgets. With the future direction of political ideology uncertain, we have limited expectations for a regulatory framework that is more
favourable to business competitiveness and conducive to investment. Increasing adoption of private power with a restructured electricity supply
industry supported by a fresh electricity regulation framework are expected to alleviate power constraints, albeit from the current exceptionally poor
level of service delivery. Anticipating continued weakness in state capacity for delivery of public services, we foresee an increasing need for private
sector led initiatives to compensate for these shortcomings in order to sustain a stable society in our operating areas.
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Managing our risks and opportunities within the external environment continued

POLICY DEVELOPMENTS IN THE US
Since the change from the Trump to the Biden administration, there has been a significant increase in environmental and social
consciousness in federal policy in the United States, as well as shifts in the position towards major trading partners such as China and Russia.
While the imperative of decarbonising transportation and energy is much higher on the Biden agenda, the position towards permitting of
new mining developments has hardened with greater concern for environmental and social impacts of such developments. By contrast,
the administration has expanded the list of strategic minerals that are critical to support industrial activity with strong emphasis on those
commodities required for environmental protection and decarbonisation.

Impact
Since our PGM operations in Montana are
substantially permitted, the policy and regulatory
developments carry limited implications for our
current operations. Of some concern is the
proposed Natural Resources Budget
Reconciliation Act, which would levy 4% royalty on
existing hard rock operations and a 7 cent-per-ton
tax on the rock and dirt moved during operations.
We will be closely watching developments on this
budgetary measure.
With respect to our business growth aspirations,
the permitting requirements for the Rhyolite Ridge
lithium project are increasingly stringent with strong
assurances required that endangered flora and
fauna will be adequately safeguarded. While we
are confident that the administration sees value in
establishing local American production of critical
green metals to service the battery-electric
vehicle value chain that is under formation and
reduce dependence on China for battery supply,
environmental protection considerations
are significant.

Related
risks
Our Good Neighbor Agreement brings us into direct 6
Our strategic response

partnership with local Montanans who benefit from
and are affected by our activities. This unique
constructive partnership, which provides strong
assurance that our operations do not impact
negatively on the pristine local environment,
continues to serve well in procuring support from
the community for the relatively few regulatory
applications that are required to progress with
operations and production ramp up.

4 Refer to
page 63

Related
opportunities
3, 5, 7
4 Refer to
page 68

In line with our values and commitment to ESG and
sustainability, which we share with ioneer as the
applicant in the Rhyolite Ridge permitting process,
robust plans have been prepared to preserve the
threatened species of Tiehm’s Buckwheat that is in
the vicinity of the intended operations. While we
expect significant continuing opposition from
environmental advocacy groups, we are confident
of a balanced and favourable ruling on our
permit applications.

OUTLOOK

Despite potential for regulatory developments that could increase the cost of doing business, we do not expect these to have a material
impact on our ability to continue investing in our Montana PGM operations. We anticipate further advances in policy on establishing
supply of critical strategic minerals, especially those that support decarbonisation of the US economy, that will mitigate in favour of mining
projects being permitted provided that concerns relating to environmental protection are addressed within reason.
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Managing our risks and opportunities within the external environment continued

COMMODITY FUNDAMENTALS
GREEN METALS
Overall PGM review and outlook
REVIEW OF 2021
During the first half of the 2021 year, primary supply constraints buoyed prices. Despite Anglo American Platinum’s ACP phase
A unit being back online since December 2020, longer refining lead times continued to impact primary supply of Rhodium,
Ruthenium and Iridium from South Africa during Q1 2021. In February 2021, Norilsk Nickel partially suspended production at its
Oktyabrsky and Taimyrsky mines due to flooding and a fatal accident at its concentrator in the same month, impacting on
palladium output. Oktyabrsky resumed normal operations in May 2021, with Taimyrsky only back to full production in December
2021. Primary producers were on the market as Rhodium and Palladium buyers during H1 2021. Overall, primary supply recovered
to normal, pre-COVID-19 levels by year-end.
The global semiconductor chip shortage which began to emerge in 2020 worsened during 2021 and was at its most severe just
as global supply recovered. Chip supply for automotive manufacturing was impacted by severe winter storms in the US, ongoing
COVID-19 disruptions in South East Asia and a fire at a chip fabrication facility in Japan. The chip shortages, combined with more
general supply chain constraints have impacted OEMs across the world, with temporary stoppages at many production facilities.
Although OEMs prioritised the production of higher margin, larger engine vehicles that contain higher PGM loadings, light vehicle
production is expected at ~74.5 million units for the year, well below 2019 levels of 86.5 million and only 3% higher than 2020 levels
of 72.2 million. New car inventory in the US reached an all-time low during the year, while used car prices rocketed. Although chip
fabrication capacity has improved and the worst seems to be over, PGM demand for autocatalysts was negatively impacted
and reduced vehicle scrappage rates are expected to impact on recycling.
Battery-electric vehicles’ (BEVs) share of light duty vehicles grew from 3% in 2020 to 6% in 2021, at the expense of gasoline vehicles,
further impacting palladium and rhodium demand for autos.
In the latter part of 2021, we provided a comprehensive update on our view of the PGM markets. These are available at
8 www.sibanyestillwater.com/features/2021/investor-days/.
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PGM OUTLOOK
Escalating tensions between Ukraine and Russia spilled over at the end of February 2022. Speculation about possible sanctions is
expected to have an impact on all commodities supplied from Russia, including Pd. There are a number of uncertainties that will
contribute to volatility. There is a high level of uncertainty as to the full extent of sanctions that will be applied by the West and
others; in the meantime, metal flows could change as more Russian-friendly countries still accept output. Flights to and from Russia
have been suspended by a number of airlines, making movement of metal difficult.
Toyota halted production at its Russian factory while Ford Motor Co. suspended its joint-venture operation there. Other OEMs have
suspended exports of vehicles into Russia. The extent of these disruptions is uncertain.
The supply of various auto components such as wire harnesses, which are manufactured in Ukraine for European OEMs, has
already been disrupted, causing production stoppages early March at German OEMs.
Impala Platinum unexpectedly announced a full furnace rebuild during the second half of 2022 and flagged a yet unquantified
reduction in refined PGM production during H2 2022.
A number of South African producers enter into wage negotiations during 2022.
The semiconductor chip shortage has eased since Q4 2021, however localised shortages are expected to temporarily impact
vehicle production during the first half of the year. Light vehicle production of 82.7 million units is expected during 2022, an 11%
y-o-y growth. ICE vehicles, containing PGM autocatalysts are expected to grow from 70 million in 2021 to 77million in 2022.
Although PGM loadings are expected to remain flat for light vehicles y-o-y, we expect to see loadings increasing during the
decade as China 6b Real driving emissions (RDE) and Bharat VI RDE are implemented during 2023 and further legislation
(Euro 7, EPA Tier 4 and China 7) is expected to be implemented around 2027.
Overall and excluding changes to investment demand, we expect Platinum to end the year in a lower surplus of 790koz while
Palladium is forecast to move into a deeper deficit of 330koz. Rhodium is expected to move into a very small deficit, having
ended 2021 in a small surplus.

PLATINUM
~40% of platinum (Pt) is used in autocatalysts. Pt has become synonymous with diesel ICE vehicles, however substitution of Pd
with Pt in gasoline vehicles has been proven technically and we are seeing market adoption in light duty vehicles, which is
expected to ramp up over the rest of the decade. ~40% of Pt is used in various industrial uses such as catalysts in the chemicals
and petrochemicals industries and in the manufacture of glass. Pt jewellery, predominantly from China, accounts for the
remaining demand.

REVIEW OF 2021

OUTLOOK

Platinum (Pt) started the year at US$1,113/oz, peaking at
The platinum market is forecast to move into a surplus of
US$1,325/oz in February and dropping as low as US$925/oz by
~900koz at 2022 year-end, from a deficit of ~500koz in 2020.
December as OEMs and fabricators looked to end the year with
low inventories.
Primary platinum supply grew 20% y-o-y to 2019 levels of 6Moz
as South African supply returned to pre-COVID-19 levels, while
secondary supply grew 4% y-o-y with limited price incentives to
return Pt to the market. Auto demand remained 6% below 2019
levels while industrial demand for Pt grew 7% y-o-y to 2019 levels
as global economies recovered and substitution in the glass
industry continued. Net jewellery demand for Pt fell 6% y-o-y to
1Moz, driven by declines in China and India.
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PALLADIUM
Palladium (Pd) is largely an autocatalyst metal, with 87% used in this application. Pd also has an application as a catalyst in
chemicals processing.

REVIEW OF 2021
Pd broke the US$3,000/oz mark in May on the back of Norilsk
supply concerns, gaining US$535/oz from the beginning of the
year, but dropping to a low of US$1,619/oz during December.

OUTLOOK
Overall, the Pd market is expected to remain in a deficit of
~130koz at year-end, compared to a ~480koz deficit in 2020.

Primary supply grew 9% y-o-y, however not yet back at preCOVID-19 levels due to Norilsk’s flooding and concentrator
incidents. Secondary supply grew 8% y-o-y, falling slightly below
2019 levels. Although incentivised by record prices levels in
H1 2021, reduced vehicle scrappage and supply chain
disruptions continued to impact collection.
Auto demand remained flat y-o-y as a result of the chip
shortage while industrial demand grew 7%.

RHODIUM
Rhodium (Rh) is also largely an autocatalyst metal, with 91% used in this application. Rh also has application as a catalyst in
chemicals processing. Rh’s use in the manufacture of glass has declined significantly in recent years due to its high price, and has
been replaced by Pt.

REVIEW OF 2021
Rh saw trades at $30,000/oz in March as primary supply
remained constrained. As the impacts of the chip shortage
deepened, OEMs and fabricators reduced inventories and
purchases, with prices dropping over 35% by September and
ending the year at $14,000/oz as restocking for an expected
recovery in auto demand is anticipated. High prices continued
to incentivise the glass industry to substitute Rh with Pt, with
OEMs becoming sellers of Rh during periods on higher prices.

OUTLOOK
The Rh market is expected to move into a small ~80koz surplus
at year end compared to a deficit of ~80koz in 2020.

Similar to Pt, primary Rh supply grew 20% y-o-y as South African
production received to pre-COVID-19 levels. Secondary supply
grew 10% y-o-y, surpassing 2019 levels as record prices
incentivised returns to market.
Chip shortages and the continued focus on thrifting impacted
auto demand, falling 2% y-o-y. Industrial demand fell 20% y-o-y
as substitution and thrifting continued at record prices.
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IRIDIUM
Iridium (Ir) and ruthenium (Ru) are used together in several industrial chemical processes, including the manufacture of acetic
acid, a key intermediate in the manufacture of other bulk chemicals.
Both metals are used together in electrode coatings able to withstand the very harsh operating environment of a wide range of
electrochemical processes, including the production of bulk chemical intermediates chlorine and sodium hydroxide. In the
electrical sector, Ir’s high temperature stability and purity have led to the use of Ir crucibles in growing materials for light emitting
diodes (LED) for energy efficient lighting and, more recently, materials for surface acoustic wave (SAW) filters, devices found in
increasing quantity in all smartphones and numerous other devices. Some overcapacity has seen crucibles originally set for the
LED industry repurposed for the SAW filter industry.
Ir tips improve the performance of automotive spark plugs to improve the efficiency of the combustion process in gasoline
engines, again relying on high temperature stability, and linking to the opportunities and threats experienced by the other PGMs
in the automotive market.
Along with Pt, Ir is also used as a minor alloying component in some medical devices, notably guide wires and stents, by virtue of
its biocompatibility and mechanical properties for micro machining complex tiny devices.

REVIEW OF 2021
Ir crucible demand, for the production of lithium tantalate for
SAW filters for mobile telecoms has been robust.

OUTLOOK
Decarbonisation continues to drive demand for Ir as the key
metal, along with Pt, in PEM electrolysers to produce green
hydrogen. Significant thrifting is taking place, while
electrolyser capacity increases, to ensure a sustainable role
for Ir in this market.

RUTHENIUM
As per above, ruthenium (Ru) and iridium are used together for several applications.
There has been substantial growth in global ruthenium demand within the electrical sector for data storage. Ru, along with Pt,
forms part of the magnetic layer in hard disk drives. Chip resistors, another near-ubiquitous component in consumer and industrial
electronics, rely on Ru-containing compounds, and this sector is becoming increasingly important for Ru demand. The unique
chemical and physical properties of Ru mean that it is also utilised in numerous semiconductor materials and components, which
enable increasing miniaturisation and efficiency in various electronic devices.

REVIEW OF 2021

OUTLOOK

Very strong demand, for Ru used in hard disk drives and in novel Ru is an effective catalyst across a range of chemical
memory applications continues to be strong and benefits from
processes, particularly in ammonia production where its current
efficient recycling.
use in the fertiliser sector and its further potential in the hydrogen
economy are of great interest.
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LITHIUM
Lithium (Li) and its compounds have been used in a variety of commercial applications since the 1920s. Aside from its use,
historically, as a mood-stabilising medication, they have been used in the manufacture of high-temperature lubricants, high
strength-to-weight alloys, heat-resistant glass and ceramics and, in the form of lithium hydroxide (LiOH), as a means of removing
CO2 from the atmosphere of spacecraft.
Its more recent applications have been in the manufacture of batteries. The energy-to-weight-ratio of Li-ion batteries, their ability
to be recharged many times over, and slow loss of charge when not in use have led three industry groups in particular – electric
vehicles (EVs), consumer electronics and the energy sector – to promote research and development into this battery technology.
LiOH is a chemical that is needed in the production of the cathode active material in modern high-nickel cathode materials,
which provide higher energy density. LiOH is expected to become the dominant lithium chemical consumed in
battery applications.
The growing demand for hybrids, rechargeable hybrids and electric vehicles strongly increases the demand for Li. Li demand is
predicted to grow to 900,000 lithium carbonate equivalent (LCE) tonnes by 2027, and to almost 2.8 million LCE tonnes by 2040.

BACKGROUND AND REVIEW OF 2021
The price rally is caused by:
• Stronger than expected BEV sales (faster post COVID-19
recovery, lower disruption from chip shortages)
• Stock drawdowns in China caused by supply chain
disruptions
• “Apparent consumption” from re-routing spodumene supply
to fill new downstream processing capacity (e.g. Kwinana
LiOH refinery)

OUTLOOK
Li demand is projected to increase at c. 22% p.a. (compared to
2021) with automotive batteries being the main growth driver.
Prices are expected to remain above the long-term average
owing to widening market deficits. This will require supply
response or demand destruction (fewer BEVs than projected).
Concerns over the long-term supply security of high purity
nickel could accelerate the uptake of lithium iron phosphate
(LFP) in the West, posing a risk to the LiOH demand outlook
(lithium carbonate is the preferred precursor for LFP cathode
fabrication).

NICKEL
Nickel (Ni) has excellent physical and chemical properties that make it ideal for use in alloys – especially when used with
chromium, iron (ferronickel) and other metals to produce stainless and heat-resistant steels. It has a melting point of around
1,454 degree Celsius, can also withstand extreme low temperatures, is resistant to both corrosion and oxidation, has catalytic
properties and is fully recyclable.
There are at least 3,000 nickel alloys, including stainless steel, that have a multitude of uses in the construction, chemical and
automotive sectors. These alloys are used in car crankshafts and axles, propeller shafts, in scientific and surgical equipment,
pipelines and aircraft engines. They are also used in a range of household products such as kitchen sinks, cooking utensils,
washing machines as well as in renewable energy infrastructure.
An essential component of the Li-ion batteries used in electric vehicles, Ni enables batteries to store greater amounts of energy
and to reduce the use of more expensive cobalt. The metal has a long established history in rechargeable batteries, traditionally
in the form of a nickel-cadmium compound (now largely phased out in favour of lithium batteries) to power mobile phones,
computers, radios, clocks and calculators, among others.
While around 70% of Ni demand currently comes from the production of stainless steel, and is some 10 times greater than battery
demand, this balance is forecast to change dramatically in the coming decade when demand is expected to be driven
increasingly by the electric vehicle sector. Globally, sales of electric vehicles are forecast to increase from 6 million units in 2021
to around 22 million by 2030 which will drive battery demand for Ni.

BACKGROUND AND REVIEW OF 2021
The market is estimated to have been in a minor deficit in 2021,
owing to strong demand recovery in the stainless-steel sector
and extensive production losses from Indonesia.
The class 1 Ni market remains tight as demand for high purity
metal surged from automotive battery end-uses, raising prices
to above historical averages.
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OUTLOOK
A surplus is expected in 2022 as delayed Indonesian projects
come online this year. The majority of this growth will be in the
form of NPI so the class 1 Ni market is expected to remain tight.
Russian supply concerns have resulted in record high prices this
year and are likely to remain elevated.
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GOLD
Gold (Au) has always been considered one of the most precious and lustrous of metals and has held its allure since its early days.
Gold is mainly a form of investment and used in making jewellery. In the modern era, gold’s properties have been innovatively
applied in a number of technological, industrial and medical applications. Au is used in catalytic converters and in space travel
to protect against radiation and heat. In the medical field gold nanoparticles have become commonplace in rapid diagnostic
testing, thereby transforming disease diagnosis over the past decade; at the same time scientists at the Imperial College London
are working on early detection of the HIV virus, using experimental gold nanoparticle techniques, a project being supported by
the World Gold Council. Discoveries around gold’s ability to reflect infrared light resulted in microscopically thin gold coatings
being used in NASA’s James Webb Space Telescope, that was launched in 2021, which will search for the first galaxies formed in
the early universe. Similar coatings are also used by engineers to reflect heat radiation, thereby assisting temperature control in
buildings, lowering their energy costs and reducing carbon emissions.
Also in the field of environmental health, gold nanoparticles are being used to improve the efficiency of solar cells, and research
into the use of gold-based materials in the search for new, more effective fuel cell catalysts has pointed to further positive
applications for this precious metal.

REVIEW OF 2021
Annual demand recovered across virtually all sectors – the
notable exception being ETFs, which saw net annual outflows.
Full year 2021 gold demand (excluding OTC) increased to
4,021t, propelled by Q4 demand which jumped almost 50% to
a 10-quarter high. Demand recouped much of the COVID-19related losses sustained during 2020. Demand for gold in the
consumer-driven jewellery and technology sectors recovered
throughout the year in line with economic growth and
sentiment, while central bank buying also far outpaced that of
2020. Investment demand was mixed in an environment of
opposing forces: high inflation competed with rising yields for
investors’ attention.
Jewellery fabrication staged a strong recovery in 2021. It grew
67% to 2,221t to meet the strong rebound in jewellery consumer
demand, which increased 52% in 2021 to 2,124t, matching the
2019 total. This was in good part linked to Q4 demand, which –
at 713t – saw the strongest quarterly jewellery consumption
since Q2 2013.
Global holdings of gold ETFs fell by 173t in 2021 in sharp contrast
to 2020’s record 874t increase. Q4 outflows of just 18t were a
fraction of the much larger outflows seen in Q4 2020.
Bar and coin investment maintained its momentum, jumping
31% to an eight-year high of 1,180t. Q4 2021 demand of 318t,
meanwhile, was the highest for a fourth quarter since 2016.

8 Source: www.gold.org/goldhub/research/gold-demandtrends/gold-demand-trends-full-year-2021
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OUTLOOK
Central banks, already grappling with multi-decade high
inflation, must now assess how this conflict may further
destabilise markets. An important consequence of the Ukrainian
conflict may be to propel inflation even higher, given Russia’s
position as a key energy supplier. Oil prices leapt 9% during the
March 2022, breaking above US$100/bbl for the first time since
2014 and placing additional pressure on the global
economic recovery.
Any potential economic slowdown may limit the extent to
which central banks can tighten monetary policy or the policy
options available should further support be needed. The risk of a
slowdown is particularly acute in Europe, given the importance
of Russian energy supplies to the region. There is also the
question of whether greater pressure on disposable incomes
will help bring down inflation naturally in the medium term.
If expectations of interest rate rises were to soften further, and
fears of stagflation re-emerge, this may further benefit gold
investment demand. While upcoming CPI prints – such as
Eurozone CPI hitting a record 5.8% in February – will be
important in tracking how inflation is progressing, the dilemma
for central banks is far from simple.
Such inflationary pressure may limit the ability of bonds to serve
as a safe-haven asset in portfolios, given the impact to fixed
income streams. This may further boost interest in gold as a
diversifier, with its historical strong performance during periods of
high inflation and its deep and liquid market. And recent events
represent a clear example of why gold is such an effective and
well-established hedge against both expected and
unexpected market risks.
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TOP 10 RESIDUALLY RANKED RISKS

Ranking
2021

Risk description

2020

1. HEALTH AND SAFETY
Health and safety performance falling short of global
mining benchmarks
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2. CYBERSECURITY AND IT RISKS
Operations and business management systems compromised;
leaks of sensitive information creating liabilities
3. ESG CONTRIBUTION AND POSITION
Sustainability as part of ESG not robust enough to lead
to a strategic differentiator (but only to compliance)
4. OPERATIONAL EXCELLENCE
Operational excellence not sufficiently embedded to achieve
operational performance outperforming peer benchmarks

Ranking Residual
change risk status

Related strategic
focus area

5. DIGITISATION, AUTOMATION AND ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE
Failure to transform into a digital first organisation,
whereby we don’t evolve fast enough and lag competitors
in terms of mobility, digitalisation, automation and AI
6. PROSPERING IN JURISDICTIONS OF OPERATIONS
Geographical concentration (SA), with high, social, political
and regulatory risks
7. MACRO-ECONOMIC DYNAMICS
Departure from projected (and planned for) economic
parameters, commodity prices and exchange rates
8. COMPETITIVE LANDSCAPE
Adverse strategic actions by competitors and other
role-players
9. INVESTOR RELEVANCE
Failure to retain an attractive equity and credit
investment case
10. VALUES-BASED CULTURE
Values-based culture is insufficiently functional to secure
operational performance outperforming peer benchmarks
1

Residual risk is the amount of risk that remains after controls are accounted for

2

The COVID-19 pandemic was determined not to be a separate risk – its impact was rather to serve as a trigger accentuating, or in some cases
suppressing, most of the identified strategic risks to the business

#

Newly formulated group risk; not specifically identified in the top 10 of the 2020 register

Note: Only for information, risks 11-13 are the following: Unavailability of required technical skills; Unrealised value due to strategic
misalignment at Joint Ventures, associates or partnerships; Failure to realise expected value from structured capital allocation

Change in top 10 residual risk ranking

ñ

Elevated to top 10
residual ranking

ö

Increased

÷

Decreased residual
risk ranking

Residual risk status
Low ranking (1-6)

Medium ranking (7-19)

High ranking (20-25)

4 For more information on these risks, refer to page 58 – 67 of this section.
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No change in residual
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Risk ranking
based on
residual
risk rating

Risk description

Inherent
risk rating

Residual
risk rating

1

Occupational health and/or safety performance falling short of global mining
benchmarks

20

12

2

Operations and business management systems compromised or leaks of sensitive
information creating liabilities

16

12

3

Sustainability as part of ESG not robust enough to lead to a strategic differentiator

20

12

4

Operational excellence not sufficiently embedded to achieve operational
performance outperforming peer benchmarks

16

12

5

Failure to transform into a digital-first organisation (not evolving fast enough and
lagging behind competitors in terms of mobility, digitalisation, automation and AI)

16

12

6

Geographical concentration with high social, political and regulatory risks

16

9

7

Departure from planned projected economic parameters – commodity prices
and exchange rates

16

9

8

Adverse strategic actions by competitors and other role-players

16

9

9

Failure to maintain an attractive equity and credit investment case

12

9

10

Values-based culture is insufficiently functional to secure operational performance
outperforming peer benchmarks

16

9
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Risk dynamics – movement in group risk rankings
Besides the three risks (risks 3, 5 and 10) elevated for inclusion in the top 10 ranking, the residual risk ranking of one risk declined in
significance and is now no longer included in the top 10. This one risk, together with an explanation for the change in their risk
status, is:
Previous
ranking (2020)
10

Risk
High cost of capital and limited
access to capital

Explanation for decrease in residual risk
Strong commodity prices and the normalisation of production output
continued to bolster operational cash flow during the year. This further
improved liquidity year-on-year which enabled further reduction in
debt levels.
With deleveraging completed and a net cash position, focus shifted to
capital allocation. In November 2021, we took advantage of the low
interest rate environment and placed a US$1.2 billion bond with an
extended maturity profile at a coupon rate that is on average 234 basis
points lower than the 2017 bond placement. Disciplined capital allocation
should also, in time, improve the credit ratings agencies’ outlook which in
turn will further aid access and cost of debt.

TOP RISKS BY OPERATING SEGMENT
In addition to the Group strategic risks, we maintain risk registers at the operating segment level for our managed operations.
This ensures that those operational risks that could be material to the delivery of Group outcomes are tracked and mitigated by
the responsible segment leadership which has appropriate understanding and line of sight on a segment specific basis. Certain
operational risks are generic to all operating segments, while other risks are specific to the operating circumstances of the
respective segments of the Group.
The top risks identified for our managed operations and those identified as specific to each operating segment for 2021 were:
Risks applicable to all operations
ESG performance (decline in safety and health performance and business disruptions due to social unrest). This includes the
inability to meet global governance standards and targets, as well as the Mining Charter, Mineral and Petroleum Resources
Development Act (MPRDA) and Social and Labour Plan (SLP) requirements for the SA operations; mine incidents and accidents:
underground fires (ignition of flammable gas or combustible material and/or explosives); under-delivery on plans/expectations;
expected returns not realised from expansion projects.
SA PGM operations
• Theft of product, explosives, copper
and infrastructure

SA gold operations

US PGM operations

• Illegal mining
• Seismicity
• Total power outage/loadshedding
• Inability to close infrastructure
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• Non-compliance with relevant laws,
regulations, adopted non-binding
rules and guidelines (including
amendments)

Managing our risks and opportunities within the external environment continued

OUTLOOK – SIGNIFICANT EMERGING RISKS AND TRENDS
Specific emerging group risks
The emerging risks currently being closely monitored are:
Risk

Explanation

Our response

Management oversight
over joint venture JV or
associate investments

How do we ensure that new acquisitions have
the same good corporate governance and
responsible citizen procedures as the Group?
There is also the risk of unrealised value due to
strategic misalignment at JVs, associates or
partnerships.

This risk is overseen by our Chief Commercial
Development Officer and relates to the strategies:
Building an operating portfolio of green metals
and related technologies; optimising capital
allocation; and embedding ESG excellence.
We hold thorough audits (if necessary using third
party auditors) to assess compliance of these
companies to our standards and values. And we
take care to assess their skills, financial strength
and image in the marketplace.

Global trend in replacing
internal combustion engine
(ICE) vehicles with
Electric vehicles (EV)

We are heavily reliant on sales of PGM to the
automotive sector for use in catalytic
converters. It is common cause that throughout
the developed world, and including China, EVs
are being preferred over ICE vehicles, because
they have zero tailpipe emissions.

Demand for PGM for use in autocatalysts will
hold in the short to medium term, (indeed stiffer
emissions standards could even see it rise), but
the long-term prospect is that EVs will one day
completely replace ICEs. Our green metals
strategy addresses this risk, as do the investments
and acquisitions we are making in green metals
and battery metals. Our research (through SFA
Oxford) suggests exciting opportunities in the
green hydrogen economy. This represents an
attractive new application area for platinum
and the minor PGM elements.

Increasingly exacting
ESG expectations

Ever-growing ESG stringency from investors and
bourses threatens our ability to raise finance.
Navigating the complexity of ESG and
sustainability compliance is becoming ever
harder; particularly given that the Group
operates in multiple territories in the context of
a complex and multifaceted global regulatory
and compliance environment.

Our controls for this risk are centred around
sustainability strategy. Further, we have position
statements for key environmental areas (water,
land, biodiversity, energy) and policy frameworks
for priority areas. We are committed to adhering
to ICMM, and the WGC responsible mining
principles, which are assured by external auditors.
And we have embedded our Rules of Life
philosophy across all jurisdictions. Our institutional
structures are being improved to define exactly
who is responsible for executing and reporting on
which aspect. We are considering ESG across the
full value chain, including Mergers and
acquisitions and closure. We are diversifying into
recycling, across all our metals. We are
developing a socioeconomic strategy (including
social cohesion), as well as science-based targets
and ESG LTIs. In October 2021 we updated our
planned controls around ESG.

Value realisation through
capital allocation

The Group has attained a cash positive position
and decent cash flows, now the risk is of suboptimal returns from capital allocation.

The CFO owns this risk, which relates to our
strategy Optimising capital allocation, as well as
to building an operating portfolio of green metals
and related technologies. Our financial decisionmaking is governed by best practice structures
and mechanisms to manage liquidity and costs,
with debt well planned for the long term and
costs planned and managed within clear limits.
(See Financial Report). On 16 November 2021 the
Group completed a two-tranche corporate bond
offering of US$675 million 4.0% Notes due
16 November 2026 (the 2026 Notes) and
US$525 million 4.5% Notes due 16 November 2029
(the 2029 Notes) (together the 2026 and 2029
Notes). A portion of the proceeds were applied
towards the early redemption of the 2025 Notes
on 6 December 2021.

For full disclosure on our risks, please refer to the 2021 Form 20-F available at: 8 www.sibanyestillwater.com/newsinvestors/reports/
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Top 10 group risks: description, likely impact and related mitigating action
The top 10 group strategic risks are ranked according to their residual risk and potential to negatively impact our ability to deliver
on our strategic focus areas. The residual risk ranking is based on exposure levels once mitigating action and controls have
been applied.
Operational I Economic I Financial I Social

1. HEALTH AND SAFETY
Health and safety performance falling short of global mining benchmarks
Type of risk and strategic impact

Related strategic objectives: Embedding
ESG excellence as the way we do
business; Focus on safe production and
operational excellence; Building a valuesbased organisational culture.

Capitals affected: Human, social
and relationship, financial.

Board oversight committees: Risk Committee,
Audit Committee, Safety and Health
Committee, Social, Ethics and Sustainability
Committee and Remuneration Committee.
The Chief operational officer is ultimately
responsible for this risk.
Consequences

• The primary consequence is the tragedy
of death; the emotional disruption to
families and communities when their
loved ones pass on. Safety and health
are clearly worthy goals in themselves
and ones we are committed to for their
own sake. And it goes without saying
that the disruption to our business is a
minor problem next to the pain felt by
loved ones. However, when we have
safety and health incidents, the
implications for business are dire. They
adversely affect relationships with
stakeholders (unions, shareholders,
communities, government, etc.); they
disrupt operations; increase regulatory
scrutiny; and lead to fines and penalties
and long-term liabilities.
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Underlying vulnerabilities and triggers

• Mining is dangerous and there is an inherent risk that an event of some sort
will cause fatalities: for example, seismic activity, particularly in our labourintensive operations. South Africa’s gold is deep level, which increases risk.
Further, many of the reefs we operate in are narrow, exacerbating the risk of
large machinery in constricted areas. Ageing workforce: as our loyal and
long-standing employees age, they become less resilient to the strains of
physical work and their faculties are less alert; on the positive side, older
people tend to be more conservative, more risk-averse and more compliant.
Particularly in South Africa, we face a skills and expertise shortage and the
lack of experienced and competent management is a potential safety
factor. Our footprint is growing, including the addition of complex processing
facilities, and this presents the challenge of maintaining our corporate
standards across different jurisdictions. In South Africa we face the problem
of illegal miners, who steal and vandalise equipment. Safety is further
compromised when our own employees collaborate with these illegal miners.
Our most serious trigger is non-compliant or even illegal behaviour
by employees.

Current control

Planned control enhancement

• As this report attests, SibanyeStillwater follows global best
practice in the management
mechanisms that exert control and
oversight on safety and health.
These include: appropriate board
oversight, safety management
system, ISO 45001 certification,
employee training and awareness,
safety campaigns, safety rewards
and recognition, auditing for
compliance to safety standards,
rock mass management, enhanced
risk management (including bowtie
and leading indicator analysis),
and the implementation of safety
technology (e.g. PDS Level 9 and
machinery data downloads). But
more importantly, all these controls
need to be seen within the context
of a commitment to culture change
and values-based decision-making.
For the key is in bottom-up change,
whereby employees on the ground
recognise the importance of
compliance and safety awareness.
And here too we have various
initiatives, including a culture growth
programme, safety campaigns,
intensified behavioural intervention,
and tripartite (business, labour,
government) health and
safety summits.
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• More is being done to enhance
our controls. These include
automation and mechanisation
efforts, driven by the Chief
Technical Officer. (See Continuous
safe production). And
globalisation of our safety strategy
across new acquisitions, and the
revivification of our safety strategy,
which is being driven by Senior
Vice President: Safety.

Managing our risks and opportunities within the external environment continued
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2. CYBERSECURITY AND IT RISKS
Operations and business management systems compromised; leaks of sensitive information creating liabilities
Type of risk and strategic impact

Related strategic focus areas: Focus on
safe production and operational risk;
Building a values-based organisational
culture; Embedding ESG excellence as
the way we do business.

Capitals affected: Intellectual, financial,
manufactured, human.

Board oversight committees:
Risk Committee, Audit Committee and
Remuneration Committee. The CFO is
ultimately responsible for this risk.
Consequences

• The greatest threat is in costs and
disruptions to the business and to our
operations. But IT risks can also lead
to reputational damage, safety
incidents, fines and legal expenses,
as well as loss of important
information. While it is our policy not
to pay extortion demanded by
ransomware criminals, this too
would lead to loss of important
company information.

Underlying vulnerabilities and triggers

• As organisations like ours become more dependent on digital technology,
so the threats of leaks, cyber-crime and breakdown increase. Cloud-based
computing, while inherently less risky, poses its own special risks. There are various
vulnerabilities and triggers that may impact our business, including cyber-attacks,
failing hardware, failing network infrastructure, failed disaster recovery, human
error (including information leaks), load shedding and its impact on connectivity
and infrastructure, and sabotage to our network or to hardware. We must strike
the right balance in terms of the integration of systems, given that it’s better to
have some systems less integrated and some more so for example, we face the
challenge of OEMs not always offering the support we need. Dealing with tens
of thousands of individual users, some of whom have unknown or unsupported
systems on their PCs is a challenge. The complexity of individuals working on
their own computers (and increasingly from home), throws up a myriad of
challenges: security, privacy, social hacking, phishing, etc. Further, our efforts to
automate processes can reduce costs and complexity, but may also create a
dependence and increase exposure. Different parts of the business may adopt
their own solutions that may not always align with policy. And as we acquire new
businesses, we must also align them to the organisational standard.

Current control

Planned control enhancement

Our aim is to be on the cutting edge of
global best practice in protecting and
rationalising our IT systems. To sum up
these controls:
• Firewalls
• Security monitoring via our Security
operations centres
• Quarterly penetration/vulnerability
testing
• Scheduled systems backups
• Regular disaster recovery testing
• Protocols, codes of conduct, and
controls as per global best practice
• Segregation of networks
• Critical hardware redundancy
strategy
• Investigation response
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• ICT corporate crisis management
control (driven by the Vice
President ICT): in 2021 we
developed a corporate crisis
management protocol for the
organisation, which includes an
Incident Response and Cyber
insurance response plan.
• Additional (and continuous) cyber
penetration testing and maturity
assessments (driven by the Vice
President ICT): the Red Team / Blue
Team penetration testing is on
track for 2002.
• ISO 27001 assessment and
accreditation (driven by the Vice
President ICT): in 2021 we
completed a Maturity assessment
and roadmap for ISO 27001;
we are on track to achieve
certification for 2022.

Managing our risks and opportunities within the external environment continued
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3. ESG CONTRIBUTION AND POSITION
Sustainability as part of ESG not robust enough to lead to a strategic differentiator (but only to compliance)
Type of risk and strategic impact

Related strategic focus areas:
Embedding ESG excellence as the way
we do business; Building an operating
portfolio of green metals and related
technologies.

Capitals affected: Natural, social
and relationship.

Underlying vulnerabilities and triggers

• New acquisitions present new ESG challenges and burdens. Contradictory
stakeholder expectations is a vulnerability, with investors wanting returns and
communities wanting sustainable livelihoods. Navigating the complexity of ESG
and sustainability compliance is becoming ever harder; the Group operates in
multiple territories in the context of a complex and multifaceted global
regulatory and compliance environment. A key vulnerability is in the alignment
(or lack thereof) of operations and governance to control and track ESG
measures, to the satisfaction of regulators and third-party assurers. And then
there is the issue of doing good ESG work but not properly communicating this
to the market; and further that the expectations of outside experts are
misaligned to our own achievements and values around what constitutes
sustainability. Immediate triggers include: changing expectations and ratings
from agencies; unrest targeting our operations.

Board oversight committees:
Social, Ethics and Sustainability
Committee, Health and Safety
Committee. SVP Sustainability is
ultimately responsible for this risk.
Consequences

• The consequence of not
differentiating ourselves on ESG
metrics is the possibility of being
excluded from financial markets (or
loans being foreclosed) because
major asset managers have
blacklisted us. There is the
consequence of shareholder activism
against us, of stranded assets that
cannot be operated because of ESG
risks, of reputation loss, or even loss of
licence. However, ultimately the risk
here is in terms of lost opportunity.
Given our purpose – mining improves
lives – and our vision of superior value
creation, a reputation as a miner who
cares is key to our success. And being
of influence in the marketplace, as a
company that sets the trend in ESG
excellence, is of material significance
to our aspirations.
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Current control

Planned control enhancement

• Our controls for this risk are centred
around sustainability strategy. Further,
we have position statements for key
environmental areas (water, land,
biodiversity, energy) and policy
frameworks for priority areas. We are
aligned to the ICMM, and WGC
responsible mining principles, which
are assured by external auditors.
And we have embedded our Rules of
Life philosophy across all jurisdictions.
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• Given the centrality of ESG and
sustainability to our ambitions,
much is being done to enhance
our control of this area. Our
institutional structures are being
improved to define exactly who is
responsible for executing and
reporting on which aspect. We are
considering ESG across the full
value chain, including M&A and
closure. We are diversifying into
recycling, across all our metals.
We are developing a
socioeconomic strategy (including
social cohesion), as well as
science-based targets and ESG
LTIs. And we are also working on
understanding the market and the
expectations around ESG and the
particular metals we are involved
in. In October 2021 we updated
our planned controls around ESG.

Managing our risks and opportunities within the external environment continued
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4. OPERATIONAL EXCELLENCE
Operational excellence not sufficiently embedded to achieve operational performance outperforming peer benchmarks
Type of risk and strategic impact

Related strategic focus areas:
Optimising capital allocation; Focusing
on safe production and operational
excellence; Building an operating portfolio
of green metals and related technologies.

Capitals affected: Manufactured,
human and financial.

Underlying vulnerabilities and triggers

• Various factors impact our operations negatively. High fixed costs and
commodity price volatility push marginal operations into loss-making territory.
The integration of diverse operating cultures is a challenge. The technical
complexity (e.g. issues of seismicity) expose weaknesses we may have in terms
of engineering flexibility. And then there is our dependence on third party
infrastructure (particularly electricity and water), which is a real risk for our
South African operations. And in South Africa we face the pressure of unrealistic
regulation (in terms of procurement and B-BBEE), as well as skills shortages and
the complications of closing operations. Plus, our supply chains do not always
have the depth and flexibility to meet our needs. South Africa’s socio-political
context is also somewhat fraught, with the threat of unrest and protest directed
at the owners of capital.

Board oversight committees:
Risk Committee, Audit Committee,
Health and Safety Committee and
Remuneration Committee.
Consequences

• The consequences of these risks
mainly affect our South African
operations, but would cascade
across the Group, given how central
our South African operations are.
Loss of investor confidence, reduced
cash flow, downscaling and asset
restructuring are all consequences
of poor operational performance.
And it would kick off a vicious cycle
of an inability to meet stakeholder
expectations, which in turn would
lead to a deterioration in
relationships with stakeholders,
who would burden us with further
unrealistic demands.
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Current control

Planned control enhancement

• We have a very strong governance
oversight of our operations and
checks and balances to ensure we
do not fall seriously behind on output.
These include monthly operational
planning processes, capital planning
and recovery planning to address
shortfalls. We have quarterly
operating segment reviews and
quarterly board reviews for oversight.
From an operating model
perspective, our organisational
structure has strengthened
leadership capacity for focus on
segments, business units and shafts.
And we rigorously benchmark
ourselves against the industry
standards. We are improving our
data analytics and digital systems,
boosting productivity with the SOHO
(work from home) initiative, with
technological enhancements to
improve output.
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• ISO 45001 accreditation has been
a key enhancement for better
operations. (Driven by SVP Safety
and SVP Chief Technical Officer).
In 2021 we achieved ISO 45001
certification or recommended for
our all operations.

Managing our risks and opportunities within the external environment continued
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5. DIGITISATION, AUTOMATION AND ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE
Failure to transform into a digital first organisation, whereby we don’t evolve fast enough and lag competitors in terms
of mobility, digitalisation, automation and AI
Type of risk and strategic impacts

Related strategic focus areas: Focusing
on safe production and operational
excellence; Optimising capital
allocation; Embedding ESG excellence
as the way we do business; Building an
operating portfolio of green metals and
related technologies.

Underlying vulnerabilities and triggers

• Part of running a successful business is to make the right technological
transitions at the right time, avoiding being technologically left behind by the
competition. There are risks in underspending on research and development
(R&D), in being stuck in established labour-intensive modes of work, in a
workforce not infused with young talent, and being invested in legacy
infrastructure that cannot easily be modified with new technology.

Capitals affected: Intellectual, financial.

Board oversight committees:
Audit Committee, Risk Committee.
The Chief Technical Officer is ultimately
responsible for this risk.
Consequences

• As we aim to differentiate our brand
in terms of ESG excellence, we
similarly seek differentiation for being
on the cutting edge of change in the
industry. Losing that edge, means
we’re less able to compete with
peers for capital and for skills.
Talented youngsters want the
opportunity to push the digital
envelope and innovate on AI,
automation and digitisation (and
other Fourth Industrial Revolution (4IR)
ways of work), not only for the sake
of leaner operations but also for ESG
and safety.
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Current control

Planned control enhancement

• We have a dedicated Digital
enablement team, a digital
transformation strategy and plan,
internal and external R&D
programmes and we support DigiMine
(4 see Harnessing Continuous
Innovation, page 123).
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• The opportunity is to do much more
on 4IR technology and differentiate
ourselves as industry leaders in
mining technology. In October we
updated our controls for this risk.
And we are working toward: Industry
peer benchmarking; Incubation
strategy (for new tech); Exposing
leadership to 4IR thinking;
Partnerships, e.g. DigiMine with the
University of the Witwatersrand;
Integration strategies to smooth the
transition. These are being driven by
the Chief Technical Officer over the
next two or three years.
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6. PROSPERING IN JURISDICTIONS OF OPERATIONS
Geographical concentration (SA), with high, social political and regulatory risks
Type of risk and strategic impacts

Underlying vulnerabilities and triggers

Related strategic focus areas: Embedding ESG excellence
as the way we do business; Optimising capital allocation;
and Prospering in South Africa’s investment climate.

Capitals affected: Social and relationship, financial,
manufactured, human.

Board oversight committees: Social, Ethics and Sustainability
Committee, Risk Committee and Audit Committee. This risk is
owned by the Chief Operating Officer, with support from the
Chief Performance Officer, Chief Technical Officer and Chief
Legal Officer.

Consequences

• In a dysfunctional environment, our
costs go up. We need to spend
more on security, more on sourcing
services, and more on bolstering our
supply chains. We face the risk of
regulators abusing their power to
extort from business, or simply the
uncertainty of not knowing how
exactly regulation will be enforced.
And if there is real socio-political
breakdown in South Africa, then
our licence and rights of ownership
would be under threat.
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• This risk relates largely to risks related to socio-political
uncertainty in South Africa. The primary risk is we are
targeted by illegal activity – be it theft, vandalism or illegal
mining – and that this activity is partly a response to the
lack of opportunity to further oneself legitimately.
• There is also the risk of a dysfunctional state and local
government who are unable to deliver basic services and
are not capable of consistent and predictable regulator
control. A further risk is that impoverished communities look
to us to support them, where government (or perhaps
traditional authorities) are failing them, which creates the
risk of unmet expectations. The risk then is that we become
the unjust target of frustrated people who see us as
profiting while they suffer. Thus creating a vicious cycle of
more illegal activity, less investment, more disappointment.

Current control
•

Planned control enhancement

Our most important control here is
stakeholder engagement (4 see
Engaging with our stakeholders,
page 73). And this takes many forms;
e.g. Community compact, advocacy,
PR, memberships of global and national
bodies, supplier development,
partnerships with local business, etc.

• There are also specific controls for this
risk, for example, our solar projects to
generate electricity for our own
operations (4 see Minimising our
environmental impact, page 187).
Of course the emphasis on ESG speaks
directly to mitigating this risk as we build
our reputation for being a trusted
partner in economic growth and
opportunity. Local recruitment is
important, as is investment in local
economic development. Equally
important is to use the platforms where
we engage with government and
communities, to build trust and
understanding about the benefits to
society that honest well-run
business brings.
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• Re-based relationships with
local stakeholders
• Appropriate prioritisation of social
implications in business decisions
• Development of inclusive
socioeconomic development
strategies for the areas where we
operate subscribed to by
all stakeholders
• Improvement of the procurement
engagement strategy, including
supplier development programme
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7. MACRO-ECONOMIC DYNAMICS
Departure from projected (and planned for) economic parameters, commodity prices and exchange rates
Type of risk and strategic impact

Underlying vulnerabilities and triggers

Related strategic focus areas: Optimising capital allocation;
Building an operating portfolio of green metals and related
technologies; Focusing on safe production and
operational excellence.

Capitals affected: Financial.

Board oversight committees: Investment Committee,
Audit Committee and Risk Committee. The Chief Financial
Officer is the risk owner.
Consequences

• Ideally, we want to plot a clear path
of growth and plan for it accordingly.
Given the volatility of demand
(as well as the socio-political volatility
surrounding our South African
operations), this presents a dynamic
challenge of decision-making.
Operating on a stop-start basis
increases costs and capital, and
uncertainty translates into less
investment for sustainable and
organic long-term growth. This risks
damaging our social licence to
operate as stakeholders fear (with
some justification) that our first priority
is to sink capital where it is safest and
where it can earn the best return and
not where the social need is greatest.

• In mining there is always the risk that expectations around
price and demand are not met. Given that many of our
mines (particularly South African gold) are conventional
deep level mines, with limited flexibility for cost-cutting,
price slumps can quickly make marginal operations
unviable. And in the PGM sector, economic downturns lead
to less industrial activity, which can also affect price and
demand. Ultimately, we are part of a highly complex and
intertwined global supply chains. A myriad of factors
(e.g. geopolitics, supply chain disruptions, new substitutes for
our metals, global health concerns, volatile exchange rates,
new emissions standards, etc.) make planning and capital
allocation highly complex.

Current control

Planned control enhancement

• Sibanye-Stillwater is diversified, both
in terms of the metals we mine and
the geographies where we mine and
beneficiated. Our core strategy of
ESG excellence is part of a
commitment to improve global
confidence in the integrity and value
of our supply chains.
• Our most important control is to create
value in intellectual capital and be a
thought-leader in the industry for
green metals and sustainable mining.
In 2019 we acquired SFA Oxford,
a metals market consulting firm and
world authority on PGMs. Through
them, we enjoy balanced, sciencebased intelligence on battery metals,
green hydrogen and precious metals
for smart technology. We are
committed to taking their advice and
being led by the data and the IP.
We also work with various consultants
who provide expert market analysis.
• Our strategy involves some advocacy
too. We have positioned ourselves as
responsible, sustainable miners who
are part of the solution to reducing
carbon emissions. And we provide the
market with coherent arguments as to
how we can help.
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• The Chief financial officer is driving a
policy of increased cash reserves
and liquidity and debt buffers.
This is as per our capital allocation
framework (4 see Strategic capital
allocation, page 93). This process
has a three to five-year timeframe
attached. Our Chief Commercial
Development Officer is dedicated to
promoting commodity and
geographical diversification; and
positioning ourselves securely within
regional supply chains. The evidence
here is in the various acquisitions
completed, or initiated, in 2021.
Our Chief Technical Officer and
Operational investment committee
are responsible for major capital
project execution, optimisation and
scheduling. In this regard, in 2021 our
most significant projects had stage
gate and approval processes in
place. For K4 and Burnstone we
appointed management and
initiated projects, with monthly
reviews of progress. The Klipfontein
opencast project, now fully
permitted, commenced in
October 2021.
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8. COMPETITIVE LANDSCAPE
Adverse strategic actions by competitors and other role-players
Type of risk and strategic impact

Underlying vulnerabilities and triggers

Related strategic focus areas: Focus on safe production and
operational excellence; Optimising capital allocation.

Capitals affected: Financial.

Board oversight committees: Audit Committee, Investment
Committee. This risk is overseen by our Chief Commercial
Development Officer.

Consequences

• We risk the consequences of
reduced margins from
disintermediation in a new supply
chain; weaker image with
government and stakeholders,
and all-round weaker performance.
And, if we fail to anticipate moves
by competitors, we also risk losing
out on growth opportunities.
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• The fast pace of technological change and global
geopolitical shifts impact our business. For example, the rise
of Big Tech has disrupted many smaller businesses.
Such is the power of these behemoths that (given new
innovations) they could disintermediate smaller players like
us. For example, what if they used their enormous capital
reserves to mine on the floor bed of the deep sea, which
are rich in precious metals? Or what if China marshalled its
resources to build trade barriers and tie up the supply
chains of key metals? There is also the risk of changing
consumer patterns and modes of travel. For example, we
are already somewhat exposed should the Electric Vehicle
revolution happen faster than we think, radically reducing
demand for PGM.

Current control

Planned control enhancement

• Smart, agile and dynamic leadership
is the best control for an uncertain
operating context. A culture of
humility, curiosity, listening and
intelligent conversation at the top of
the organisation is the best defence
against being left behind by
unexpected competitor behaviour.
Our strategic focus on building
a portfolio of green metals is part
of market development; and our
investment in SFA Oxford (2019),
shows that we are dedicated to
anticipating where technology is
going and how it will impact our
commodities. And that we can
potentially shape market forces
in the interests of business and
environmental sustainability.
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• We are dedicated to creating market
demand by advocating for our
products and our foray into battery
metals (and anticipation for demand
for green hydrogen metals) is a
response to this risk. We have (and
continue to pursue) various strategic
alliances, to develop new customers
and products, to change (or expand)
our asset perimeter and to meet
global best practice standards.

Managing our risks and opportunities within the external environment continued
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9. INVESTOR RELEVANCE
Failure to retain an attractive equity and credit investment case
Type of risk and strategic impacts

Related strategic focus areas: Building
an operating portfolio of green metals
and related technologies, Optimising
capital allocation; Embedding ESG
excellence as the way we do business.

Capitals affected: Financial.

Underlying vulnerabilities and triggers

• When investors buy Sibanye-Stillwater equity, they are not investing in a single
operation but in the Group itself. In some respects they are betting on the ability
of our leadership team to make good decisions, to allocate capital wisely and to
ride market forces optimally. Should we fail at this, then investor sentiment could
move decisively against us. Should we allocate capital poorly and pay too much
for an asset, burdening the balance sheet, investors could see us as inherently
risky and sub-scale, as we fall off their radar. Mining has inherent ESG
complications and it’s possible that new causes emerge, or that activists
become more strident and influential in their opposition. Already, with investment
scrutiny around emissions, surfeit investment is going into tech firms because they
are low emitters. These vulnerabilities could trigger a vicious cycle that damages
our corporate image, making it that much harder to attract and retain the type
of talent needed to extract us from the negative cycle.

Board oversight committees:
Investment Committee, Audit
Committee. The Chief executive
officer, supported by Executive vice
president: Investor relations and
corporate affairs is ultimately
responsible for this risk.
Consequences

• It is not enough that investors are
drawn to certain operations.
Investors should be convinced by
the organisation itself and its ability
to nurture a winning and integrated
culture wherever it operates.
Therefore, if we cannot integrate
new acquisitions, or add value with
those acquisitions with appropriate
technologies and systems, we are at
risk of trading at a discount; with the
further risk of needing to break up
the business and sell off certain parts
because we cannot deliver a
coherent growth story. And this
would mean serious damage to our
corporate reputation.
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Current control

Planned control enhancement

• Our main control here is our longterm vision of relevance and growth,
which anticipates demand created
by the new green economy (e.g.
battery metals and green hydrogen).
We also mitigate here by
communicating our vision to investors
and other stakeholders and making
the case for a sustainable mining
story. We hold ourselves to a prudent
financial policy (e.g. leverage target
at 1xnet debt to adjusted EBITDA).
De-risking via objective due
diligence is also important. And here
we are committed to taking advice
from third parties, who are obviously
more objective and dispassionate
than executive management.
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• See Financial Report
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10. VALUES-BASED CULTURE
Values-based culture is insufficiently functional to secure operational performance outperforming peer benchmarks
Type of risk and strategic impacts

Underlying vulnerabilities and triggers

Related strategic focus areas: Building a values-based
organisational culture; Focus on safe production and
operational excellence; Building an operating portfolio
of green metals and related technologies.

Capitals affected: Human, intellectual, social and relationship.

Board oversight committees: Social, Ethics and Sustainability
Committee, Risk Committee, Audit Committee and Safety
and Health Committee. The Chief Organisational Growth
Officer is ultimately responsible for mitigating against this risk.

Consequences

• If we don’t build a values-based
culture, there is the risk of an
increase in safety incidents. We saw
this playing out in 2021, when –
because of COVID-19 – we had less
engagement on the ground with our
teams, which indirectly affected
safety. Winning companies are
those that have a galvanising and
inspiring culture that helps to retain
and attract the best people, the
type of people who trust that they
will succeed in their career should
they adhere to our values. Without
values to underpin our culture, the
organisation becomes a zero-sum
game, with different ranks of
employees set against each other
for reward and remuneration. And
further, safety compliance is
followed without a real sense of
understanding and commitment,
leading to lapses. Morale and
engagement with employees and
suppliers depend on shared values,
an esprit de corps essential to
success in mining.
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• The key vulnerability is that cultural forces are as much
bottom-up as they are top-down. Leadership cannot
impose its culture on the rest of the organisation, which
is influenced by various factors, including unionisation.
Our workforce across all operations (South Africa, France,
and the US ) is unionised. In South Africa unions were
created in highly politicised times, the legacy of which is an
oppositional posture towards capital. And then there is the
fact that in South Africa many of our workers are rooted in
an indigenous communitarian culture, the values of which
are sometimes at odds with the individualistic ethic
promoted by modern business. This can create a confusing
situation, whereby we expect people to lift themselves up
by their bootstraps, while they expect us to include them in
the broader Sibanye-Stillwater family and are disappointed
at being alienated from the formal economy; making us
the target of their frustrations. Further, cultural change is
slow and it’s uncomfortable. Influencing managers to
become more compliant and caring is an ongoing
process. Should leaders not set the right tone, and build
trust with employees on the ground, then our culture and
values are weakened.

Current control

Planned control enhancement

• We run various sessions and trainings
to inculcate our values, such as
organisational and culture
development programmes (4 see
Culture growth programme,
page 156). We engage extensively
with employees and communities
on our strategic plans (4 Engaging
with our stakeholders, page 73).
And on a purely financial mitigation,
we are well insured against business
disruptions (e.g. South African
Special Risk Insurance Association
and Business Interruption). And we
show our commitment to industry
standards and to the overall integrity
mining through various memberships
of industry bodies. Further, we offer
competitive wages and the
opportunity of formal employment,
which is unfortunately rare in Africa.
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• Our EVP and Head of Human
Resources are driving a re-based
relationship with organised labour.
We are committed to shifting this
relationship to a sustainable footing,
with reliable expectations and
understanding about the roles of
management and union and how
best to meet the needs of both
without resorting to unnecessary
conflict. Our Chief Organisational
Growth Officer is driving a project to
reposition the Social Performance
Advisory Committee, with an eye on
how it can better serve our ends of
values-based decisions. Further, our
Chief Organisational Growth Officer
(along with our COO) is also driving
culture growth programmes per
operating segment; as well as a
future-ready leadership capability
programme (4 see Culture growth
programme, page 156). Again
directed by our Chief Organisational
Growth Officer, we are putting in
specific controls at operating
segments to address factors causing
production interruption. And our
Chief Organisational Growth Officer,
along with our Chief Social
Performance Officer, is addressing
organisational integration by
incorporating regional capacity,
and if necessary leveraging regional
know-how to inform better practices
across the Group.
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PURSUING OPPORTUNITIES
In business, every risk comes with opportunity and vice versa. It is incumbent on leadership not only to mitigate against risk
but also to convert opportunities into profits and value creation. Broadly, our focus on ESG and green metals is our strategic
pivot to embrace the new green economy and to supply the primary resources it demands.
Opportunity

Considerations

1. Commodity
applications to
help to address
climate change,
energy and
transport,
and air pollution

This theme is woven throughout the report and is addressed by our green metals strategy that will build a
Unique Portfolio of Green Metals and Energy Solutions as the first of our strategic differentiators in our refreshed
corporate strategy. One exciting development is the hydrogen economy, which we expect will impact demand
for our metals from midway through this decade and sustain it for decades to come. Our exposure to iridium is an
excellent opportunity as polymer electrolyte membranes (PEM) become a standard electrolyser technology for
generating green hydrogen. We expect that the decline in combustion vehicles will be compensated for by tougher
emissions standards, i.e. increased loadings compensating for decreasing volumes. Our 2021 acquisitions and
partnerships were all underpinned by the opportunity to move into commodities that help to address climate change
and clean energy and transport. In March 2021 we partnered with Johnson Matthey (a world leader in sustainable
technologies) to help us identify the metals that will be critical to a low-carbon future.

2. Strengthening the
role of investment
commodities
in the global
monetary system

COVID-19 proved that gold remains a safe-haven for investors in times of great uncertainty. While cryptocurrency
is attracting significant capital and will most probably continue to do so, the tangibility of gold suggests that in an
increasingly virtual world, investors will seek some physical store of value to balance out the risks inherent in virtuality.
Further, gold is a credible asset class that can be accredited under responsible mining standards with the traceability
to source that can be provided through the application of blockchain tokens. Our investment in Glint speaks to this
opportunity with the traceability and ESG accreditation functionality also becoming critical for all our commodity
products as an emerging customer requirement.

3. Strategic
partnerships

On the back of a successful partnership with DRDGOLD (a commercially smart environmental clean-up operator)
we are extending the model of strategic partnerships that are non-core yet complementary. The point is to
anticipate what in future will become the most valuable aspects of the supply chains in which we operate and
ensure we are part of them. Recent strategic partnerships include a 30% stake in Keliber with the Finnish government,
acquired Eramet’s Sandouville nickel processing facility in February 2022, Johnson Matthey (mentioned above),
a 19.99% stake in New Century Resources (global tailings retreatment), a 7.1% investment in ioneer and option to
acquire a 50% interest in the joint venture to develop the Rhyolite Ridge project, and an investment stake in the
Verkor Gigabattery facility in France. (8 See www.sibanyestillwater.com/news-investors/news/news-releases/2021)
We see the strategic partnership model extending into our involvement in coherent value chains as Pandemic
Resilient Ecosystems, which is one of the strategic differentiators in our refreshed corporate strategy.

4. Organic growth
in a conducive
SA investment
climate

South Africa’s investment climate remains burdened by socio-political challenges, regulatory uncertainty, and
unreliable bulk services; hence the need for an elevated hurdle rate for investment. However, the country is still the
world’s key PGM supplier. Therefore, judicious investment is justified, particularly when twinned with business advocacy
for structural reforms that will spur economic growth, reduce employment, shore up property rights and reduce debt.
Our capital investments in Burnstone (gold), K4 and Klipfontein (PGM) are well justified, as is our investment in
renewable energy to supply our operations. However, should a more favourable socio-political environment develop,
it would justify lowering our investment hurdle rate for the country, which could liberate substantial additional
investment.

5. ESG as an
investment
imperative

Research shows that companies with good ESG credentials attract more financing and pay less for that financing.
Business is in some respects about marketing and innovation. While we are not involved in marketing to a mass
consumer market, it is still important that we develop a strong reputation as a trusted, environmentally conscious and
humane supplier of minerals. In 2021 we committed to spending an extra R33 million for mining R&D in South Africa
(through Wits and UJ). There was also a broadening of sponsorship to Wits University to the tune of R52 million. In early
2021 we announced a R200 million contribution to the government’s vaccination procurement programme. In 2021
there were various initiatives to align the organisation to global ESG standards. (4 See Governance in sustainability:
our considered decision-making, page 224). Our Force for Good strategic differentiator will elevate this to the next level
of impact.

6. Digital first
organisation
embracing
modernised
work system

Formalising the SOHO work from home setup is an opportunity to position Sibanye-Stillwater as a digital first
organisation. There are some key benefits to SOHO: less commuting, facilitation of transnational teamwork in service
of our multinational ambitions, attraction of talent who prefer the flexibility of SOHO. A digital first approach will be
particularly effective, should it be pursued in service of our values and culture.

7. Digitalisation
and technological
advances

Technology companies continue to attract investment and disintermediate those behind the technology curve.
We have identified many opportunities to invest in digital technology for improved safety, productivity, working
environment, ESG compliance, etc. Most critically we see people at the centre of technological advances,
with our Bionic, Diverse and Inclusive strategic differentiator set to embrace technological advances working
in harmony with our people (4 See Harnessing continuous innovation, page 123).
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Managing our risks and opportunities within the external environment continued

HOW OUR 2021 STRATEGY INTERFACES WITH OUR RELATED RISKS AND OPPORTUNITIES
STRATEGIC FOCUS AREA

1

Embedding ESG excellence
in the way we do business

Direct (primary risks)

Indirect risks

3. ESG CONTRIBUTION AND POSITION

9. INVESTOR RELEVANCE

Sustainability as part of ESG not robust
enough to lead to a strategic differentiator
(but only to compliance)

Failure to retain an attractive equity
and credit investment case

2. CYBERSECURITY AND IT RISKS
Operations and business management
systems compromised; leaks of sensitive
information creating liabilities

RELATED OPPORTUNITIES

ESG as an investment imperative
Commodity applications to address climate change, energy and transport, and air pollution

2

Focusing on safe production
and operational excellence

Direct (primary risks)

Indirect risks

1. HEALTH AND SAFETY

2. CYBERSECURITY AND IT RISKS

Health and safety performance falling short
of global mining benchmarks

4. OPERATIONAL EXCELLENCE
Operational excellence not sufficiently
embedded to achieve operational
performance outperforming peer
benchmarks

Operations and business management
systems compromised; leaks of sensitive
information creating liabilities

5. DIGITISATION, AUTOMATION
AND ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE
Failure to transform into a digital first
organisation, whereby we don’t evolve fast
enough and lag competitors in terms of
mobility, digitalisation, automation and AI

9. INVESTOR RELEVANCE
Failure to retain an attractive equity
and credit investment case

RELATED OPPORTUNITIES
Digitalisation and technological advances
ESG as an investment imperative

3

Building a values-based
culture

Direct (primary risks)

Indirect risks

10. VALUES-BASED CULTURE

1. HEALTH AND SAFETY

Values-based culture is insufficiently
functional to secure operational
performance outperforming peer
benchmarks

Health and safety performance falling short
of global mining benchmarks

3. ESG CONTRIBUTION AND POSITION
Sustainability as part of ESG not robust
enough to lead to a strategic differentiator
(but only to compliance)

RELATED OPPORTUNITIES
Digital first organisation embracing modernised work systems
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Managing our risks and opportunities within the external environment continued

Direct (primary risks)

4

Indirect risks

Optimising capital allocation 9. INVESTOR RELEVANCE
Failure to retain an attractive equity
and credit investment case

7. MACRO-ECONOMIC DYNAMICS
Departure from projected (and planned for)
economic parameters, commodity prices
and exchange rates

9. INVESTOR RELEVANCE
Failure to retain an attractive equity
and credit investment case

RELATED OPPORTUNITIES
ESG as an investment imperative
Commodity applications to address climate change, energy and transport, and air pollution

5

Prospering in South Africa’s
investment climate

Direct (primary risks)

Indirect risks

6. PROSPERING IN JURISDICTIONS
OF OPERATIONS

3. ESG CONTRIBUTION AND POSITION

Geographical concentration (SA), with high,
social, political and regulatory risks

Sustainability as part of ESG not robust
enough to lead to a strategic differentiator
(but only to compliance)

RELATED OPPORTUNITIES
Organic growth in a conducive SA investment climate
Direct (primary risks)

6

Indirect risks

Building an operating
9. INVESTOR RELEVANCE
portfolio of green metals and
Failure to retain an attractive equity
and credit investment case
related technologies

9. INVESTOR RELEVANCE
Failure to retain an attractive equity
and credit investment case

1. HEALTH AND SAFETY
Health and safety performance falling short
of global mining benchmarks

RELATED OPPORTUNITIES
Commodity applications to address climate change, energy and transport, and air pollution
Strategic partnerships
ESG as an investment imperative
Strengthening the role of investment commodities in the global monetary system
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£ Core Integrated report

Our material issues
Material matters are those that can substantively affect the organisation’s ability to create value over time. According to
integrated reporting guidelines, our reporting should cover topics that reflect significant economic, environmental and social
impacts and that substantively influence decisions.
Our starting point is to consider the purpose of the organisation and how it creates value for stakeholders, noting that value
creation can be viewed from different angles of relevance: e.g. purpose, profitability, competitive advantage, operating
excellence, innovation, social license to operate, etc. Material issues are those that have an impact on these areas. It could be
a quantitative impact (financial, market capitalisation, production volumes) or a qualitative one (e.g. reputation).
We identify and assess our material issues through ongoing business review processes and workshops. We also employed an
independent party to prepared and facilitate a materiality workshop in the third quarter of 2021. The workshop included senior
executives, and operational and functional specialists.
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Our material issues continued

MATERIAL ISSUES RELATIONSHIP MAP
Typically, material issues are map according to impact on business and stakeholders. We have refreshed this thinking and provide
a relationship between material issues and our top risks. Opportunities unlocked bring value to stakeholders and therefore it is for
Sibanye-Stillwater important to understand the relationship between material issues and our opportunities. Therefore, this relationship
map demonstrates material issues in relation to our opportunities as defined on 4 page 68 (X-axis) and our top risks 4 page 54
(Y-axis). The material issue relationship to risks and opportunities can be linked to more than one risk or opportunity, but the map
demonstrates the most apparent risk or opportunity relationship with the material issue. The size of the circle of each material issue
is representative of the impact and/or interest of our stakeholders – thus the larger the circle, the more significant the stakeholder
impact or interest.

Refer to 4

Material issue

Workplace safety

Safe production
Page 131

Indicators assured: Number of fatalities; total recordable injury
frequency rate, 4 Page 266

Profitability

Chief Financial Officer’s report
Page 90

Audit of consolidated financial statements, AFS

Climate change, energy supply and consumption

Minimising our environmental
impact Page 179

Indicators assured: Total CO2e emissions: Scope 1, 2 and 3;
electricity consumed, and Diesel usage, 4 Page 268

Social licence to operate
Indicators assured: Total socio-economic development (SED) spend,
Total approved social and labour plan project spend, Total B-BBEE
procurement spend, 4 Page 268

Capital allocation

Chief Financial Officer’s report
Page 89

Audit of consolidated financial statements, AFS

Culture and values

Empowering our workforce
Page 153

Refer to culture assessments, 4 Page 156

Licence to operate
Indicators assured: Total approved social and labour plan project
spend, Total B-BBEE procurement spend, 4 Page 268

Embracing technology and digital evolution
Refer to our research and development partnerships, strategic
initiatives and future focus, 4 Page 123 – 126

Gender diversity and transformation

Corporate governance
Page 12 and Socioeconomic
development Page 207
Harnessing continuous innovation
Page 123
Refer to Empowering our
workforce Page 153

Indicators assured: HDP representation: Top, senior, middle
and junior management, 4 Page 268

Water management

Minimising our environmental
impact Page 179

Indicators assured: Total water withdrawn, 4 Page 268
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Strategic focus area

£ Core Integrated report

Engaging with our stakeholders

WHAT WE DID IN 2021
SUCCESSES
•

Completed the first phase on collaborating with interested stakeholders to promote developmental
interventions at Marikana

•

Successful wage agreement at our East Boulder mine

•

Hosted our first ESG-focused investor and supplier days

The canopy of
our Umdoni tree
denotes our
stakeholders

CHALLENGES
•

Failure of negotiations to prevent strike action at our SA gold operations

Our CARES values and Stakeholder Engagement Policy Statement (8 www.sibanyestillwater.com/sustainability/ reports-policies/)
guide our approach to engagement. Our stakeholders are depicted in our Umdoni tree icon. The trunk of the tree is our workforce,
while the canopy denotes our stakeholders, with the fruit signifying the value we bring to them.
Stakeholder engagement is integrated into our business processes. The quality of our stakeholder relationships determines our social
licence to operate. In our engagements we listen to and acknowledge various stakeholder perspectives, noting that we must
balance the needs of various parties, some of whom have competing interests. We improve our stakeholder relationships by
responding to local sensitivities, considering the context, and making use of independent monitoring.
In 2021, we continued to build a social compact with stakeholders at our South African operations as we endeavour to emulate the
excellent understanding and cooperation achieved through our Good Neighbor Agreement (GNA) in the US. Work in South Africa
was undertaken to develop an in-depth understanding of dynamics between various community stakeholders and SibanyeStillwater, as well as to identify any hindrance to trust building.
In the US, stakeholder engagement is guided by the GNA. In the 21 years of the GNA’s existence, there has been no formal conflict,
no arbitration and no environmental litigation – a significant achievement for any mining company.
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Engaging with our stakeholders continued
Nature of relationship in 2021: Constructive I Cordial I Strained

COMMUNITIES: SA
Related top strategic focus: Embedding ESG excellence as the way
we do business / Prospering in South Africa’s investment climate

Why we engage
In South Africa, mining companies face pressure from doorstep communities
to deliver socioeconomic opportunities. Communities can disrupt operations
should they feel they are being denied opportunity and that ‘outsiders’
are benefitting from mineral resources while they remain in poverty.
We engage with these communities for two reasons: 1) Help them take
advantage of available opportunities that we offer; 2) Learn from them how
we can help to expand socioeconomic opportunities.
We have a grievance mechanism in place for communities to raise concerns.
4 Further detail is available on page 213.

Related top residual risks:
• Prospering in jurisdiction of operations: Geographical concentration
(SA) with high social, political and regulatory risks
•

ESG contribution and position: Sustainability as part of ESG not robust
enough to lead a strategic differentiator

Opportunities:
• Strategic partnership
•

ESG as an investment imperative

Our material issue:
• Social licence to operate
•

Licence to operate

In October 2021, Sibanye-Stillwater’s Community Engagement and
Development Department had a Pastors Engagement Forum with religious
leaders from different faith denominations. We have a long-standing
relationship with faith-based leaders and have since 2020, been delivering
a community-based food security project at the SA PGM operations.
How we engage

Material issues to both parties in 2021

COVID-19 has changed the way we engage,
making contact that much harder. But under
normal conditions our primary methods of
engagement are:

The principal issues of concern continued to
be a perceived lack of procurement
opportunities for local suppliers, and demands
for employment.

•

community engagement forums which
meet quarterly, or as required

Notwithstanding 2021 being an election year
in South Africa, and the period characterised
• community complaints hotline
by protest, there was a decrease in protest
• workshops
targeted at the company. There were minor
incidents reported in the SA gold operations
• open days
with the majority in the SA PGM operations.
• written communications (reports and letters)
Key drivers of community dissatisfaction are
procurement and recruitment opportunities.
Resources for meaningful stakeholder
engagement are set out in our social
performance toolkit: 1) Clarify and align
government and industry roles; 2) Understand
local context; 3) Start early with a long-term
perspective; 4) Build capacities and prepare
well; 5) Embed community engagement in the
organisation and value-chain; 6) Build trust in
the information processes; 7) Assess the
effectiveness processes and the value of
outcomes.

Our response and strategy to enhance
the quality of our relationship
We established the Social Closure Working
Group to guide decisions on how we support
post mining communities. We developed a
stakeholder perception and satisfaction index,
which we will assess in early 2022. The Letsema
Process was introduced in Marikana with the
aim of creating social cohesion and delivering
on our social compact at our PGM operations.
We have added ESG awareness as an ongoing
item for community engagement forum (CEF)
agendas. We also commissioned and released
a social return on investment report in Q2 2021
that reflects on our community programmes.

OUTLOOK

As per the Zambezi Protocol, Sibanye-Stillwater is dedicated to helping Africa optimise its mineral resources based on
a foundation of trust and constructive partnerships between government, business, labour and doorstep communities.
The Group is working on a formalised cooperative relationship agreement for its SA operations; and is taking lead from the
highly successful GNA at the US operations. Current initiatives concerning a social compact include a stakeholder trust
building project in the Free State, and in the North West we are developing a blueprint for social compacting.
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Engaging with our stakeholders continued
Nature of relationship in 2021: Constructive I Cordial I Strained

COMMUNITIES: US
Why we engage
As is the case in South Africa, it is the host communities who primarily
confer moral license to exploit mining resources. In the US our
relationship with these communities is mainly mediated through the
GNA, established in 2000. This is an agreement between our US
operations and the surrounding communities, represented by the
Northern Plains Resource Council, the Stillwater Protective Association
and the Cottonwood Resource Council.
The GNA provides an innovative framework for the protection of the
natural environment while encouraging responsible economic
development. It legally binds us to certain commitments and holds us to
a higher standard than that required by federal and state regulatory
processes. Although the GNA is a legally binding contract, it has over
the years evolved and has become a living document that can be
adapted as the need arises.

Related top strategic focus: Embedding ESG excellence as the way
we do business

Related top residual risks:
• Health and safety: Health and safety performance falling short
of global mining benchmark
Opportunities:
• Strategic partnership
•

ESG as an investment imperative

Our material issue:
• Social licence to operate
•

Licence to operate

Our commitments include transparent and productive interaction
with all affected stakeholders, using the GNA as a vehicle for dispute
resolution and positive stakeholder engagement. For more information
refer to the Good Neighbor Agreement fact sheet.
The interaction with both the local communities and the neighbouring
landowners (through the GNA) is constructive.

“August 2021 the US operations celebrated another successful cohort
of summer interns and awarded two scholarships.”
How we engage
Routine interaction with community
organisations

Material issues to both parties in 2021

Our response and strategy to enhance
the quality of our relationship

•

Enhancing the nature and frequency
of engagement with communities and
affected parties

•

The US PGM formal stakeholder
engagement process, which will be in
place by the end of 2022

•

Emergency preparedness

•

Over the course of 2021, the company
engaged in a number of significant
stakeholder interactions, including
conversations with the Boulder River
Watershed group and Sweet Grass
County, and worked with the Good
Neighbor Councils on the company’s
Emergency Preparedness Plan

OUTLOOK

The relationship with our US community stakeholders, as well as with the neighbouring landowners is anticipated to remain constructive as we
continue to be guided by the tenets of the GNA.
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Engaging with our stakeholders continued
Nature of relationship in 2021: Constructive I Cordial I Strained

EMPLOYEES (INCLUDING ORGANISED LABOUR)
Related top strategic focus: Prospering in South Africa’s investment
climate / Building a values-based culture

Why we engage
Sibanye-Stillwater employs more than 84,981 people at its SA and US
operations. As part of sound HR practices and constructive relationships
with unions, it is imperative we build trust and understanding with
employees through engagement.

Related top residual risks:
•

Health and safety: Health and safety performance falling short of
global mining benchmarks

•

Values-based culture: Values-based culture is insufficiently functional
to secure operational performance outperforming peer benchmarks

Opportunities:
•

Organic growth in a conducive SA investment climate

•

Digital-first organisation embracing modernised work systems

Our material issue:

How we engage
2021 proved a milestone with the launch of
the WeAreOne mobile communications app.
Other forms of engagement include:
•

Face-to-face engagement/meetings

•

Company briefs

•

Text messages

•

Podcasts

We engage with recognised trade unions
through:
•

Formal meetings

•

National Leadership Forum and regional
meetings, which take place every quarter

•

Workforce safety

•

Culture and values

•

Social licence to operate

•

Risk management

•

Gender, diversity and transformation

Material issues to both parties in 2021
•

Creating a values-based organisational
culture

•

The target of zero harm has yet to be
achieved and a safe working environment
remains a pressing concern for both parties

•

Mitigating the impact of COVID-19 on our
employees and operations

•

Remuneration during the lockdowns
and ‘stay-at-home’ protocols

•

Wage negotiations

•

Gender diversity

Our response and strategy to enhance
the quality of our relationship
•

We persevered with our Group-wide culture
growth programme, the aim of which is to
unite and align employee behaviours and
actions behind a shared, inclusive valuesbased culture.

• Quarterly safety engagements with the
union representatives and DMRE; and safety
summits. (4 See Continuous safe
production page 131)

• Quarterly employee updates are provided
by the operational executive vice presidents
and strategic conversations are held by the
C-suite to allow for interaction on
performance and strategic focus areas.

Various options, formally and informally, are
available to employees to raise concerns or
to log a grievance.

OUTLOOK

Continued focus on having an engaged workforce. 2022 wage negotiations at the SA PGM operations will be another test on progress on
employee commitment and support for the operations which have been flourishing under the Sibanye-Stillwater management.
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Engaging with our stakeholders continued
Nature of relationship in 2021: Constructive I Cordial I Strained

INVESTORS AND CAPITAL PROVIDERS
Why we engage
It is important that we understand the requirements and concerns of
investors and providers of capital and that we are aligned on our longterm vision. We support the principles of integrated reporting, by which
long-term value creation is key. And therefore it is imperative that we get
buy-in from investors for our long-term vision to return reasonable profits
their way; as well as superior value for our social partners. It is important
that we understand the concerns and requirements of investors.
Our relationship with our investors and shareholders was constructive and
all management proposals brought to the AGM were approved by an
overwhelming majority.

Related top strategic focus: Embedding ESG excellence as the way
we do business / Focusing on safe production and operational
excellence / Building an operating portfolio of green metals and
related technologies

Related top residual risks:
• Macro-economic dynamics: Departure from projected (and
planned for) economic parameters, commodity prices and
exchange rates
•

Competitive landscape: Adverse strategic actions by competitions
and roleplayers

•

Investor relevance: Failure to retain an attractive equity and credit
investment case

Opportunities:
• Strategic partnerships
•

ESG as an investment imperative

Our material issue:
• Workplace safety

How we engage

•

Profitability

•

Capital allocation

•

Financing

•

Climate change, energy supply and consumption

Material issues to both parties in 2021

•

Investor meetings – one-on-one and group

•

Safety and ESG performance

•

Telephone and conference calls

•

Conferences

•

Market demand for our commodities

•

Formal, regular reporting

•

Company and regulatory announcements

Our response and strategy to enhance
the quality of our relationship
•

Responsible management of SibanyeStillwater’s financial position to ensure that
we continue to meet stakeholder
expectations

•

Investors receive regular updates relating
to all material matters

Our processes of engagement with our investor
stakeholders were not materially impacted by
the COVID-19 pandemic as we were largely
able to engage and conduct meetings via
digital platforms.

OUTLOOK

Positive, with a focus on increasing the understanding of our new strategy and the role green metals will play in the Group. Expect to receive an
increase interest in the diversified/general investor pool.
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Engaging with our stakeholders continued
Nature of relationship in 2021: Constructive I Cordial I Strained

GOVERNMENT AND REGULATORS
Why we engage
We must engage with government and regulators, particularly in
South Africa, to remind them of our importance, as a large mining
corporation, in contributing to the fiscus, providing jobs, uplifting poor
communities, training people, and improving infrastructure. We also
engage with government to lobby for consistent, far-sighted policy
that encourages investment in our sector.

Related top strategic focus: Prospering in South Africa’s investment
climate / Focusing on safe production and operational excellence

Related top residual risks:
• Prospering in jurisdictions of operations: geographical concentration
(SA), with high social political and regulatory risks
•

Health and Safety: Health and safety performance falling short
of global mining benchmarks

•

ESG contributions and position: Sustainability as part of ESG
not robust enough to lead to a strategic differentiator

Opportunities:
• Organic growth in a conducive SA investment climate
Our material issue:
• Workplace safety
•

Licence to operate

•

Climate change, energy supply and consumption

“In 2021, hosted the Department of Mineral Resources and Energy (DMRE)
and Department of Health to observe the COVID-19 vaccination
programme at our SA PGM operations.”
How we engage
•

Material issues to both parties in 2021

Monthly and quarterly meetings held with
various government departments; ad hoc
meetings when the need arises

•

Compliance and pace

•

Delivery on SLP commitments

•

Written reports

•

B-BBEE compliance

•

Engagement is also undertaken through
industry bodies such as the Minerals Council
South Africa and the National Mining
Association in the US

•

Safe restart of operations post COVID-19
lockdown

•

Regulatory uncertainty

Our response and strategy to enhance
the quality of our relationship
•

Detailed project plans with defined timelines
were communicated to the DMRE

•

We pursued open and robust discussions on
the topic of BEE shareholding, considering
the High Court ruling on the ‘once
empowered, always empowered’ principle

•

We worked with government to facilitate
a safe restart of our operations in line with
all applicable regulations

•

We continued to work in partnership with
industry bodies to find solutions to regulatory
challenges

OUTLOOK

In South Africa, we will continue to rebase trust with government at different levels and enhance our participation in the District Development
Model initiatives in areas around our operations so we can achieve our common goal of improved living conditions and economic prosperity.
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Engaging with our stakeholders continued
Nature of relationship in 2021: Constructive I Cordial I Strained

SUPPLIERS AND CUSTOMERS
Why we engage
One reason we engage with suppliers is to improve the ESG credentials
of our value chain, something that is important for a range of
stakeholders, including government, customers and Non
Governmental Organisations (NGOs).
In terms of customers, the automotive industry is our main PGM
customer category.
Two toll-free lines are available to report any irregularities and
misconduct. These lines are independently managed to ensure
confidentiality.

Related top strategic focus: Embedding ESG excellence as the way
we do business / Building an operating portfolio of green metals
and related technologies

Related top residual risks:
• Operational excellence: Operational excellence not sufficiently
embedded to achieve operational performance outperforming
peer benchmarks
•

Health and Safety: Health and safety performance falling short of
global mining benchmarks

Opportunities:
• Strategic partnerships
Our material issue:
• Workplace safety

How we engage
•
•

Continuous engagements through written
media, as well as workshops
Customers are engaged through the
marketing function and continuous
engagement

•

Climate change, energy supply and consumption

•

Profitability

•

Licence to operate

Material issues to both parties in 2021
•

Transparency in the procurement process

•

Ensuring support during the COVID-19
pandemic

•

Maintaining close relationship with key
customers, we acquire market intelligence
and an understanding of trends. Complying
to long-term supply agreements with our
customers

•

Increasing number of engagements on ESG
topics, responsible sourcing, security, social
topics and carbon in particular. We also
engage with customers on the outcomes of
our sustainability audits and progress on
improvement areas

Our response and strategy to enhance
the quality of our relationship

• We have instituted the Coupa
procurement system at our SA operations.
This will improve tracking, cost control and
compliance, streamline supplier
registration and help smaller
entrepreneurs become part of our supply
chain. 4 See Socioeconomic
development, page 207

• In late 2021, we engaged large suppliers
on their empowerment status. We assist
companies willing to pursue
empowerment transactions to enhance
their B-BBEE status. 4 See Socioeconomic
development, page 207
•

In 2021 we gained certification of
responsible sourcing from the London
Platinum and Palladium Market (LPPM)

OUTLOOK

Increased engagement about responsible sourcing and dedicated focus on ESG compliance by customers and from the Group to suppliers.
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How we create value: our business model
INPUTS Key resources and relationships needed for value creation
•

Mineral Reserves:
– 2021 Mineral Reserves (72.5Moz);
2020 Mineral Reserves (81.9Moz)
• Land under management:
– 63,891ha in SA (2020: 63,891ha)
– 650ha in US (2020: 650ha)
• Volume of rock extracted:
– PGM39.7Mt (2020: 33.9Mt)
gold 44.4Mt (2020: 41.2Mt)
• Resources consumed:
– 47,649Ml water (2020: 48,396Ml)
– 6.59TWh electricity (2020: 6.19TWh)
– 34,105kl diesel (2020: 29,581kl)

•

Equity, debt and cash flow used to
enhance other resource inputs

•

R12.7bn/US$862m spent to sustain and
grow the business (2020: R9.6bn/US$584m)

•

An empowered workforce totalling 84,981
permanent and contract employees across
the Group (2020: 84,775)

BUSINESS ACTIVITIES
ACROSS OUR VALUE CHAIN

•

R 969m invested at the SA and 5.7m at US
operations in training and skills development
(2020: R790m/US$5.65m)

–––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––

•

Committed leadership and their
development

•

Group-wide cultural transformation
programme underway

•

Mining rights and leases

•

Operational infrastructure, associated
infrastructure and equipment

•

Production costs 2021: R101bn/US$7bn
(2020: R76bn/US$4.6bn)

•

Capital expenditure (growth projects)
of 2021: R3bn/US$208m (2020: R2.6bn/
US$161m)

•

•

Primary producer of platinum, palladium
and rhodium and top tier gold producer

•

Entering into battery metals and building
a green metals portfolio – acquired three
battery metals-related acquisitions in 2021

•

Our value chain for 2021 included the mining,
refining and marketing of precious metals

Expenditure on sustaining the business
and ore reserve development 2021: R9.7bn/
US$653m (2020: R7bn/ US$423m)

•

Culture assessment with employees and
contractors through “under the tree” sessions
• Partnerships with government on human
settlements, and flagship social closure
project (Bokamoso Ba Rona (BBR))
•

Confidence from shareholders and
investors

•

Capacity building of local municipalities
and traditional authorities

•

Embarked on supplier and contractor,
ESG assessments

•

Optimised mining and processing
processes underpinned by institutional
knowledge, intellectual property,
company culture and operating systems

•

Skills and expertise required in being one
of the world’s largest PGM producer

•

New acquisition grows the talent pool and
introduces new skills for continuous learning

•

•

Increased equity interest in DRDGOLD a
specialist in the recovery of residue metal
from retreatment of surface tailings
Increased exposure to circular economy –
our autocatalyst recycling facility in the US

•

PGMs’ particular combination of their
chemical and physical properties – making
it valuable in their end-markets. PGMs have
a high and specific catalytic activity, high
thermal resistance and biocompatibility
with platinum, palladium and rhodium
used in higher-volume industrial and
medical application with iridium and
ruthenium having a niche high technology
application

4 For more information on risks, see Managing our risks and opportunities within the external operating environment
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How we create value: our business model continued

N
OPERATING
G
CONTEXT
Factors impacting our ability to create
and preserve value in 2021

SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS
• Foreign currency sensitivity on borrowings – a one
percentage point change in the SA rand closing
exchange rate of R15.94/US$ would have changed
the profit for the 2021 year by R50 million
• US PGM operations royalties paid – every
US$100/2E oz increase in the basket price resulted
in a US$9/2E oz royalty increase in All-in-sustaining
cost, adding ~ US$17/2E oz to the 2021 AISC/2E oz
• Interest rate sensitivity – the Group had
R1,416 million of borrowings which were exposed
to changes in the London Inter-bank Offered Rate
(LIBOR) and a 1% change in the LIBOR rate would
change the Group’s interest expense by R14 million

• COVID-19 (4 See material issue 1, page 72)
• Uncertain global and local economic conditions
(4 See material issue 2, page 72)
• Heightened geopolitical tension and risk
(4 See material issue 4, page 72)
• Basket commodity price sensitivity and currency volatility
(4 See material issue 2, page 72)
• Rising operating costs (4 See material issue 2, page 72)
• Electricity supply uncertainties in South Africa
(4 See material issue 3, page 72)
• Challenges in regulatory and policy environments
(4 See material issue 7, page 72)
• Physical and transition impacts of climate change
(4 See material issue 3, page 72)
• Expectations of host communities
(4 See material issue 4, page 72)

OUTPUTS AND BY-PRODUCTS
1

OUTPUTS

MINING BY-PRODUCT

• Platinum 1,251,708oz (2020: 1,074,585oz)

• Tailings 47.88Mt (2020: 37.82Mt)

• Palladium 1,007,495oz (2020: 938,519oz)

• Waste rock 3.73Mt (2020: 4.23Mt)

• Rhodium 165,454oz (2020:132,079oz)

• Hazardous waste to landfill 68,796.01t (2020: 48,918.20t)
2

• Gold 1,115,348oz (2020: 1,016,950oz)

• 3E PGMs recycled 755,149oz (2020: 840,170oz)

OUR PROFIT FORMULA
REVENUE STREAMS (2021)

KEY COST DRIVERS

• Platinum sales (12% of revenue)

• Ore reserve development (R5.5bn/US$376m))

• Palladium sales (31% of revenue)

• Production costs (R101bn/US$7bn)

• Rhodium sales (35% of revenue)

• Capital expenditure (growth projects) (R3.1bn/US$208m)

• Gold sales (17% of revenue)

SOURCES OF COMPETITIVE ADVANTAGE
• Geographic and product diversity and cash-generative assets
• Mine-to-market PGM pipeline on two continents, including recycling
• Ability to deliver strategic transactions and partnerships
• Agile and adaptable leadership, with extensive experience
1

Excluding 3E recycled ounces

2

From PGM and SA gold operations
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How we create value: our business model continued

OUTCOMES The material impacts of our activities on our key resources and relationships
l
l
l
l
l
l
l
l
l
l
l
l

Total GHG emissions (scope 1 and 2): 7,302Mt CO2e
(2020: 6.695Mt CO2e)
Carbon intensity: 0.16t CO2e per tonne milled
(2020: 0.18t CO2e per tonne)
R4m/US$0.3m paid in carbon taxes (2020:R5.2m/US$0.3m)
Five level 3 environmental incidents (2020: five)
1,697 Ml reduction in net water used (2020: 1,513 Ml)
6,042 hectares disturbed by our mining activities (2020: 6,042)

Revenue R172bn/US$11.6bn (2020: R127bn/US$7.7bn)
Net cash increased from R3.1bn/US$210m to R11.5bn/US$719million
Headline earnings of R36.9bn/US$2.5bn (2020: R29.1bn/US$1.8bn)
Share price decreased by (18)% to R49.10/US$3.32 per share
at year-end (2020: 67% increased to R60.00/US$15.89 per share)
Market capitalisation of R169bn/US$11.5bn (2020: R175bn/US$12bn)
Total dividends of R18.1bn/US$1.2bn paid/declared for 2021
(2020: R10.7bn/US$729m)

l

Tragically, there were 6 fatalities at the SA PGM, 12 fatalities at the
Gold operations and at 2 fatalities at our US operations (2020: nine)

l

Recorded an overall increase in the number of lost-time injuries
to 951 (2020: 840)

l

R26.2bn/US$1.8bn paid in salaries and wages to employees
(2020: R23.8bn/US$1.4bn)

l

Focus on gender diversity has increased – 14.4% of all employees
are female (2020: 13.3%) and female board members increased
to 30.8% in 2021 (2020: 25%)

l

Acquire 19.99% in New Century Resources Ltd – zinc tailings
reprocessing

l

Progressed the SA gold 50MW Solar, generation project
to reduce our dependence on Eskom and fossil fuel-generated
electricity

l

R36.9bn/US$2.5bn in total economic value generated
(2020: R29.1bn/US$1.8bn)

l
l

Maintained the Good Neighbor Agreement
Invested R2.2 bn/US$149m on social and labour plans
and CSI (2020: R1.8bn/ US$108m)

l

Responsible and preferential local procurement of R16,442 million
(2020: R12.6bn) in South Africa

l
l
l

R17.9bn/US$1.2bn paid in taxes and royalties (2020: R6.5bn/US$396m)
Robust relations with the governments in South Africa and in the US
SA gold operations protected strike commenced 09 March 2022
(** total workdays lost to strike action)

l

Invested in developing and maintaining the Company’s mining
processes, operating systems and company culture, including
through our investments in skills development, research and
development, and increasing digitalisation of processes across
our operations

l
l

Invested R55 million in innovation and technology (2020: R52 million)
Supported 691 bursaries at tertiary level (2020: 479)
(numbers inclusive of bursaries that was retained from previous year)

l Value created l Value preserved l Value eroded
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ALIGNING OUTCOMES
WITH SDGs

How we create value: our business model continued

FOR OUR STAKEHOLDERS

FOR SIBANYE-STILLWATER

LONG-TERM VALUE

•

Employment over the medium to long term
equates to sustained wage and salary
income for our employees who are then
able to provide for and support their
families over many years

•

Inflation related wage increases paid

•

Realise substantial return on investment
for shareholders

•

Our focus on creating physical and
social infrastructure, and implementing
socioeconomic development
programmes and creating opportunities
so that doorstep communities are
sustainably uplifted and empowered

•

Our contribution towards ongoing payment
of taxes and royalties contributes to the
national fiscus’ broader infrastructure and
socioeconomic development objectives
Policy and regulatory certainty

Employees and organised labour
•

Fair and responsible remuneration

•

•

Development of skills results in greater
employability

Stable, engaged and empowered
workforce

•

•

Access to employee benefits such as
medical aid

Constructive and improved relations
with unions

•

Safer working environment

•

Protecting jobs during COVID-19 and
financially supporting non-working
employees

•

Enhanced productivity

•

Attract talent and skills to the Group

•

Increase in share price contributes to
stronger market capitalisation and
enhanced return on investment

•

Reduction of the debt burden

•

Improved engagement with our doorstep
communities to enhance the acceptance
of our impact (social licence to operate)

•

Fewer disruptions caused by community
protests

•

Enhanced reputation

Shareholders
•

Record and industry-leading dividend
declared and paid

Communities
•

Creation of jobs through employment
and procurement

•

Provision of much-needed services such
as health and education

•

Improved general living conditions

Government and regulators
•

Taxes and royalties contribute to the
national fiscus

•

Stable relationship with governments
and regulators

•

Positive contribution to district/local
economies

•

Public-private partnerships
•

Suppliers and customers
•

Steady and reliable market for goods
and services

•

Local procurement boosts local economic
activity

•

Products comply with specifications

•

Maintaining our licence to operate

•

Revenue generation from sold product

•

The incubation and contracting of
SMME businesses, particularly those
situated in our doorstep communities,
fosters economic growth and a
healthier economic system

•

Fostering a long-term relationship
with customers

•

Our rehabilitation and biodiversity
programmes can assist the land impacted
by our activities to recover to a usable
and habitable status

Environment
•

The products we produce assist in lowering
harmful emissions through exhaust systems
of automobiles and are expected to play a
vital role in the future hydrogen economy

•

We do our utmost to ensure that the
erosion of this value is kept to the absolute
minimum

•

Working towards our 2040 target of being
carbon neutral
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•

Reduced environmental and carbon
footprint

•

Lower operating costs on the back of
improved water and energy efficiencies

•

Diversification of mineral portfolio to
respond to cleaner energy opportunity
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Capital trade-offs: strategic management
for optimum value creation
We recognise that there is a constant flow between and within capitals as they are created or eroded. Daily decisions which result
in capital trade-offs are causal to these interdependencies. The following captures a selection of key trade-offs through which
various capital stocks were enhanced or depleted through our operations. Further, the decision to select the following key tradeoffs was informed by our material issues, risk universe and 2021 strategic focus areas. Although this is not an exhaustive list, the below
provides an overview of how we draw the links between our capital components that influence value creation over time.
1

Our commitment to zero harm overrides meeting short-term production targets
• Our commitment to maintaining a safe working environment and to delivering on our ultimate aspiration of Zero Harm,
underpins all our activities
• Voluntary work stoppages are implemented when there are clearly identified risks, affirming our core principle of zero
harm safety over meeting production targets
• Investment of financial capital and workforce time to secure health and safety improvement and management
across all aspects of our operations

2021 Strategic
focus areas

SDGs
impacted

Capitals impacted

l

Time invested in safety training by staff

l

More effective trained workforce with an embedded safety culture

l

Reductions in incidents and fatalities over time – (e.g. 13 million fatality free shifts for PGM plants
and concentrators)

l

Safeguarding the lives of our employees daily

l

20 fatalities and 6.02 LTIFR despite our efforts

l

Potential for fewer jobs if safer technologies replace certain high risk activities

l

Costs incurred from capital invested in safety programmes, initiatives, and technologies

l

Reduced stoppages as a result of improved safety sustains stable production

l

Lost production time from stoppages

l

Reduced care and maintenance costs

l

Reduced legal liabilities and remedial costs

l

Safe production in line with ICMM requirements

l

Reduced trust or perception

l

Technical capabilities and expertise, safety certification, zero harm framework, deployment
of new technology

l

Investment in new safe technologies

l Value created l Value preserved l Value eroded
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Capital trade-offs: strategic management for optimum value creation continued

2

Disrupting traditional ways of work to embrace our position as a digital-first organisation
• By embracing digital-first we are making significant investments in new technologies, adopting modernised work systems,
and supporting more flexible remote working patterns
• Our drive to become a digital-first organisation is disrupting traditional ways of working, resulting in some potentially
significant changes in terms of people, plant, and processes

2021 Strategic
focus areas

SDGs
impacted

Capitals impacted

l

Substantial financial investment in technology innovation

l

Delivering enhanced efficiencies and creating new market opportunities

l

Key benefits to employees: less commuting, facilitation of transnational teamwork,
access to greater pool of global talent through remote working

l

Improved safety, productivity and working environment through new technologies

l

Skills retention and attraction owing to ease-of-work and remote opportunities

l

Potential job losses and changes to existing tasks as digital technology replaces existing work needs

l

Possible erosion of in-person relationship building and personal connection

l

Potential to increase diversity and inclusion

l

Environmental benefits through enhanced operational efficiencies and productivity

l

Environmental cost associated with e-waste and emissions from energy-intensive data centre

l

Investing in technologies, systems and processes

l

Sibanye-Stillwater iXS technology incubation and development initiative, data security
and protection

l

Key capacity and capability constraints limiting digital transformation

l

WITS University Digimine partnership

l

Existing plant and equipment becomes obsolete

l

Commitment to continuous improvement and updates maintains digital infrastructure

l

Global supply chain shortage impacting the availability of technology

l Value created l Value preserved l Value eroded
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Capital trade-offs: strategic management for optimum value creation continued

3

Mining non-renewable mineral resources to advance our green metals strategy
• To position Sibanye-Stillwater as a key resource player in the emerging low-carbon economy, we are making substantial
investments in exploration, mining and acquisition through our green metals strategy
• These investments and activities carry financial risks and have associated social and environmental impacts, but offer
significant long-term benefits in providing the resources necessary to effect the transition to a “Net Zero” economy

2021 Strategic
focus areas

SDGs
impacted

Capitals impacted

l

Costs incurred in investment in green metals strategy

l

Protecting share price through improved reputation and fulfilling the ESG agenda

l

Potential access to green financing

l

Financial sustainability and agility in the face of volatile global dynamics

l

Negative environmental impacts associated with exploration and extraction of ‘green metals’

l

Role of metals in supporting the transition to a lower-carbon economy

l

Employment opportunities through growth

l

Supplying the green economy with metals – supports wider value chain and new growth
opportunities relating to green technology

l

Perceived negative social/local community impact of mining

l

Investment in new plant, equipment and technologies

l

Increased geographical and product diversity

l

Stimulating innovation in green energy and battery metal intelligence

l

Upskilling as pioneers in the sector

l

Employment opportunities and opportunities to upskill

l

Potential long-term health impacts on employees through occupational hygiene exposure

l Value created l Value preserved l Value eroded
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Capital trade-offs: strategic management for optimum value creation continued

4

Protecting workers’ rights to a fair wage and upholding our social licence to operate, while ensuring the Company’s
viability in an increasingly competitive environment
• We recognise and protect workers’ fundamental right to freedom of association and collective bargaining, and hold
periodic wage negotiations to agree fair remuneration
• We recognise that paying fair wages and building trust through proactive employee engagement is key to maintaining
productivity and fostering broader social stability
• We seek to balance these priorities with the need to maintain our competitiveness on increasingly production costs curves
• Clear wage dispute resolution mechanisms are in place to prevent industrial action
• There were no industrial actions recorded at any of the Group’s operations in 2021
• In March 2022, two of the unions (NUM and AMCU) started protected strike action due to not accepting the wage offer
at the SA gold operations

2021
Strategic
focus areas

SDGs
impacted

Capitals impacted

l

Periodic wage increases

l

Costs incurred from any productivity decline during industrial action

l

Longer-term viability ensured through trust-based negotiations that balance employee needs
with the company’s competitiveness

l

Constructive relationships built with fair labour practices and frank engagement

l

Any failure to prevent industrial action results in unrest and increased distrust

l

Compliance with labour legislation

l

Employment opportunities protected

l

Failure to reach resolution of wage negotiations

l

Lost operational time and loss of income when embarking on industrial action in the short term

l

Preserving jobs and livelihoods in the medium to long term

l Value created l Value preserved l Value eroded
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